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Abstract
With the presence of unequal sampling in a multilevel model, the
weight inflated estimators for variance components can be biased even
though the use of survey weights results in design consistent estimators
of the parameters. In this thesis I will carry out a simulation study
to examine the performance of current existing methods and I will
examine the resampling method for correcting bias of estimators of
variance components of a multilevel model with covariates. This study
will be based on these three papers: "Weighting for Unequal Selection
Probabilities in Multilevel Models" by D. Pfeffermann , C. J. Skinner,
D.J. Holmes, H. Goldstein, and J. Rasbash (1998), Journal of the Royal
Statistical Society Series B (Statistical Methodology), Vol. 60, No. 1,
23-40; "Design Consistent Estimators for a Mixed Linear Model on
Survey Data" by Rong Huang and Mike Hidiroglou (2003), Business
Survey Methods Division, Statistics Canada, Ottawa, Ontario K1Y
0A6; and "A resampling approach to estimate variance components of
multilevel models" by Zilin Wang and Mary Thompson (2008), working
paper.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction
In survey sampling we assume that we have a finite population. The
population quantities such as the variance components of a regression
model are estimated from a sample taken from this finite population.
To capture the hierarchical structure of the population, Multilevel models as the regression models are used to analyze the survey data. In this
thesis we focus on estimating the variance components of a multilevel
model. In this chapter we review the literature of sampling techniques,
and we explain the multilevel models. In Section 1.1 we introduce the
multilevel models, and in Section 1.2 we introduce different sampling
schemes. A problem with multilevel sampling is that the survey sample
data are correlated and dependent (i.e. the sample data are not independent and identically distributed). The sampling designs are usually
ignored in analyzing the survey data, and this will create inconsistent and biased estimators of the parameters of interest. In Chapter
2 we study three methods of estimation for variance components of
a multilevel model. It appears that if the sample inclusion probabilities are related to the response variables, i.e., the sampling design is
informative, this informativeness causes the estimators of the variance
components to be biased. The goal is to study the weighting procedure
and incorporate the weight factors in the estimation to reduce the bias

l

of the estimators. Furthermore in Chapter 3, we study a resampling
procedure which provides us with a method of bias correction for variance component estimators in a multilevel model. In this method the
sample data is inflated according to the sample weights. We repeat
this procedure to obtain some pseudo populations and within each of
these populations we select resamples using the original sampling design. This provides lots of resamples which help us obtain the bias
correction terms for the estimators computed in the previous step. Finally in Chapter 4 we run a simulation study to compare the results
obtained from Chapters 2 and 3.
1.1. Multilevel models
Different kinds of data, including data collected from human population or biological sciences, have a hierarchical, nested or clustered
structure. For example in the study of human or animal inheritance,
we have a natural hierarchy where clusters are families and the siblings
in each family are the members of each cluster and are distinct from
other siblings in other families. Multilevel models are statistical models of data that vary at more than one level, and these models provide
us a very flexible approach for analyzing such data. An example of a
2-level model occurs when we consider patients and hospitals. When
one analyzes opinions of the patients about the medical care they received in the hospital they refer to, the hospitals can be considered as
the clusters, or level 2 units, and the patients can be considered as the
level 1 units. Another example of using a multilevel model occurs in
the analysis of the efficiencies of schools. Schools, classes and students
2

form a 3-level model where students are level 1 units, classes are level 2
units and schools are level 3 units. This example follows a hierarchical
structure since the students that are grouped in the same class tend to
perform in a similar way since they are taught together by the same
teacher.
To analyze the hierarchical data in a statistical way a traditional
approach is to use regression models. To see this approach we consider
an example from [1]. In this example we have a 2-level model where
the data is collected from 728 students (as the level one units) and 48
primary schools (as the level two units) in Inner London, part of the
Junior School Project (JSP). Two measurements of students' mathematics test scores were considered. The first test was administered
when the students were 8 years old and in their fourth year of schooling and the second measurement was 3 years later when the students
were 11 years old and in their final year of primary school. If we look
at only one school, then we can consider a simple model as follows:
yi = a + (3xi + ei

(1.1)

where the y^s are the 11-year scores, cc^s are the 8-year scores, a is
the intercept, (3 is the slope and e^s are the residuals. The e^s are
usually assumed to follow a normal distribution with mean 0 and a
common variance of ,that is, e» ~ N(0, o%). By having several schools
we can consider index j to distinguish information in different schools
as follows:
Vij = ctj + j3jXij + eij.
3

(1.2)

Here j refers to the clusters which, in this example, are schools. Possibly different as and /3s are assigned to different schools since they might
not follow the same score pattern. Typically in a multilevel model, a
distribution is assigned to the a.,s and /3,-s.

1.2. Survey sampling
Survey sampling is a random selection of individuals from a finite
population. To study a population it is almost impossible to study
each member of that population, so sampling is the best way to gather
information in order to analyze a specific characteristic of a society or
to analyze scientific data. In an ideal world the sample should have
exactly the same characteristics as targeted population. This would
rarely happen, so there are various sampling techniques. Also there
are some resampling techniques to correct the sampling methods in a
sense that the sample becomes more representative of the population.
Each observation measures one or more properties, such as weight,
location, etc. of an observable element. Survey weights often need to
be applied to the data to take the sample design into consideration.

1.2.1. Different types of probability samples. In this subsection, we will discuss some of the survey sampling methods. We use
the terms sampling scheme, sampling design and probability sample
interchangeably in this thesis.
• Simple Random Sampling (SRS): A simple random sample is the simplest type of probability sampling. There are
4

two types of simple random sampling, with or without replacement. In a SRS with replacement, a sample of size n is taken
from a set of size N. Each unit in the sample is selected with
probability 1/N at each draw and can be selected more than
once in the sample. SRS without replacement is usually used
to avoid the same unit being selected more than once and can
be more efficient. In this method of sampling each selected
unit is not replaced in the set we take the sample from; i.e.,
each unit is selected at most once. In this method each group
of n distinct units from the set of size N has the same probability (of l/{Nn)) to be selected.
• Bernoulli Sampling (Sampling with Equal Probability): In this method each unit has the same probability of
being selected. If the probability of choosing an element is p,
then the probability that an element is not sampled is 1 — p.
• Sampling with Unequal Probability: In this method not
all of the units have the same chance to be in the sample.
Each unit has a probability of being chosen. The sum of the
selection probabilities of all the units in the population must
be equal to 1. One popular example of this method is sampling
with probability proportional to size. For example consider a
population consisting of 3 schools A\,A<i and A3, where the
size of each school is the number of registered students in the
school. For example, assume that s\ = 500, «2 = 300 and
S3 = 400, where s, denotes the size of school Ai. In sampling
5

with probability proportional to size we would select school
A1, A2, and A3 with the probability equal to TTI — ^ , ir2 = ^ ,
and TT3 = ^ , respectively (i.e., ^ = , 1 + ^ + < 3 ) • Stratified random Sampling: In this sampling method we
have a population which is divided into different non intersecting subpopulations and we take samples within each subpopulation according to the sampling design. For example consider
the population of students where the schools are the clusters.
For a stratified simple random sampling for this 2-level population, we take an SRS of size rij within the jth school for each
of the M schools j = 1 , . . . , M. The population is stratifed in
such a way that units in each cluster is assumed to have similar
behavior and characteristics, and this increases the accuracy
compared to a random selection with no stratified.
• Cluster Sampling: In this sampling method we have a multilevel population. For a cluster sampling of a 2-level population, first we select some clusters according to the sampling
design, and next within each selected cluster we sample all or
some of the level-1 units. For example consider the population
of a city where clusters are the postal codes. For a survey sampling of all the residents of the city, we can take an SRS with
replacement on the postal codes then we take a sample within
the chosen postal codes. This method might not provide us
with as much information as Stratified random sampling or
SRS but it has some advantages.
6

— Constructing a list of all observation units can be difficult,
expensive or impossible. For example we might be able to
make a list of all residents of a city but it is expensive and
time consuming. So the cluster sampling is more efficient
from a time and money point of view in this case.
- If the population is widely distributed, then it is much
cheaper to use cluster sampling. For example, it is much
cheaper to use cluster sampling in order to interview the
residents of the nursing homes in Canada compared to
taking an SRS of all the nursing homes in Canada and
interview the sampled residents.
The sample is taken from different levels of a finite multilevel population. The units in the samples are not independent and identically
distributed, therefore the estimation methods developed for independent and identically distributed population units are not suitable for
this type of sample data. The solution to have a proper estimation and
to reduce the bias of the estimators is to apply weight factors to our
sampling design. These weight factors are the inverse of the inclusion
probabilities and improve the properties of the estimators.

7

CHAPTER 2

Variance Estimation of a Multilevel Model
In this chapter, we discuss three methods for estimating variance
components of a multilevel model. The first method, Probability Weighted
Iterative Generalized Least Squares algorithm, is discussed in Section
2.1 and the second and third methods, Weight inflated method and
Model unbiased method, are discussed in Section 2.2.

Throughout

this chapter, we consider a two-level population with M Level-2 units
which are also called clusters or primary sampling units. The j t h , for
j = 1 , . . . , M, cluster has Nj level-1 units (or secondary units). We use
the variable j to specify the jth cluster where j — 1 , . . . , M and variable i to specify the level-1 unit associated with the j'th cluster where
i = 1 , . . . , Nj. Let yij be the value of the response variable associated
with the ith level-1 unit within the j t h level-2 unit. The response variable yij may be related to p regressor variables; these regressor variables
are denoted by a p-dimensional row vector Xij. The following regression model is usually employed to represent the response variables in a
two-level population:

Vij = x^ (3 + ZijUj + z0ijVij,

(2.1)

where z\j and z&ij are fixed covariate row vectors of dimensions q and 1
respectively, and f3 is a fixed p-dimensional column vector of parameters
8

(regression coefficients) and Uj and Vij are mutually independent disturbances with normal distributions; i.e., Uj ~ iV(0, ft) and v^ ~ iV(0, a2).
In this model Uj is a vector of q disturbance terms between clusters and
v^ is the disturbance between level 1 units within the jth cluster. The
goal is to estimate j3 which is a j9-dimensional column vector of parameters, to estimate ft which is the covariance matrix of dimension q x q
of vector Uj, and to estimate a1 which is the variance of v^j.
To estimate the variance components, we usually use the sample
obtained from probability proportion to size sampling scheme (refer to
Chapter 4 for more details). The following sampling scheme will be
used in our simulation study. At the first stage we choose m level-2
units from M clusters in the population, where the probability of choosing the jth cluster is TTJ. In the second stage, we choose n,- level-1 units
from the jth level-2 unit that is chosen at the first stage; each level1 unit is chosen with the conditional probability TT^J (i = 1 , . . . , Nj).
Therefore, the unconditional probability of including the ith level-1
unit in the jth cluster is tr^ = TT^J-KJ.

2.1. Probability Weighted Iterative Generalized Least
Squares algorithm
In this section, we study an estimation method for variance components of model (2.1). The estimation methods that we study here
was introduced by Pfeffermann et al. (1998). To obtain data from
a multilevel population, we can use unequal probabilities for choosing
each unit in every level. This unequal probabilities or weight factors
9

depend on the sampling scheme and are chosen mostly for administrative reasons or cost. These probabilities can also reduce the bias in our
estimators. In Subsection 2.1.1, we are going to review the Iterative
Generalized Least Squares algorithm for the estimation of census estimators assuming that the whole finite population is observed. Next, in
Subsection 2.1.2 we discuss how to replace these census estimators by
weighted sample estimators.

2.1.1. Iterative Generalized least squares algorithm. In this
subsection, we are going to review the Iterative Generalized Least Squares
(or IGLS for short) algorithm to compute the census estimators of
/? and (f2,cr2) in model (2.1).

Let 0 be the covariance matrix of

the q-vector Uj. We consider an imaginary case where all the values
Vij,Xij,Zij,Zoij are observed for all the units in the finite population.
For simplification, we show our two-level model

in a matrix form
Yj = Xjp + ej,
where Yj = ( y y , . . . , yNjj)',

ej~N(0,Vj),.

X, = ( x y , . . . , xNjj)',

eij = ZijUj + zoijVij, Vj = ZjClZ'j + o2Dh
Dj = diag(zgij, • • • ,ZQN j)-

ej = ( e y , . . . ,

eNjj)',

Z6 = {z'ip ... ,z'Njj)',

and

Throughout this thesis, we denote the

transpose of a matrix A by A'.

We can express our model in the

following form in order to have a better understanding of the matrices
10

and their dimensions

f w ^

( e,

Olj) l x p

\

X A>xl +
V VN,3 )

\ (XNjjhxp J

NjXp

V eNiJ )

Let s = q(q + l ) / 2 + 1, where q is the size of covariate vector
Z{j. We define a new vector 0 = ( # 1 , . . . , 0S) , of dimension s, that for
1 < « < S —

1, <?iisa distinct element of £1 and 0S = a2 (i.e., the last

entry of 6 is a2); in other word 9 contains a2 and the upper diagonal
elements of Q. Note that the matrix Vj is a linear function of Q and
a2. This can also be seen as a function of 0, since 6 contains a2 and
all the distinct elements of Q. Hence, Vj can be expressed as a linear
function of 0
8

Vj =

2_,8kGkj,
fc=i

where Gkj = ZjHkjZ'j + 5ksDj, H^j is a q x q matrix containing only Os
and Is, and 8ks is the Kronecker delta. The goal was to estimate f3, tt,
and a2; the last two parameters are contained in 9. Now we describe
an iterative algorithm to compute the census estimators of (3 and 9.
Let r be the number of iterations in the algorithm, and let (3^
and 0Q denote the census estimators of (3 and 0, respectively, after
r iteration of the algorithm. As r —> oo the estimators p^' and 9p
converge to IGLS census estimators Pc and 9c under standard conditions.
1: for r = 1,2,... d o
2:

Vjr 4- Vj(0{c~1]); note that Vj(-) is a function of 0.
li

3:

PW -

E £ i X'iV^Xj,
r)

and Q<-> <- E ^ i

^

^

4:

Set 4

= pW-iQW

5:

Let i?^) be a s x s matrix with the kith element equal to
Y!ij=itr(Vjr1GkjVj~1Gij),

6:

Let S^

where tr(-) is the trace function.

be a s x 1 vector with the A;th element equal to

£ £ i HvfGvVfM
7: Set eP = R^S^

- XifWyy, - x,®))

8: end for
This iterative algorithm is initialized at some value 0C'; these initial values will be defined latter, refer to Equation (2.6).

The (3c

and 9c parameters are the IGLS estimators when the whole population is observed.

This is not the case of study for us, since we

are dealing with complex survey samples. Therefore, we apply the
above algorithm to the sample. We replace these census estimators
by sample estimators (3^ and 8^

which are estimated as follows:

1: for r = 1,2,... do
2:

Set (3^ = pW-iQW

3:

Set # r ) =

R^-1^

4: end for
where p(r\ Q(r\pSr)
way that p(r\

and S^ are obtained from our sample in a similar

Q^r\ R^

and S^

are obtained from the population.

As r —> oo the estimators (3^ and 6^ converge to (3 and 9. These
two parameters are the unweighed IGLS estimators, and they are not
related to the scheme that we use for sampling.
12

2.1.2. Probability Weighted IGLS. In order to incorporate the
sampling scheme and therefore the weight factors (^j-1)71"^/) involved
in the sampling, in the estimation, we replace the estimators /3,6 (refer
to Subsection 2.1.1) by weighted sample estimators, denoted by /3 and
6, which are dependent on the sampling schemes of our choice. We
introduce weight factors in the following way, and use these weight
factors in computing the weighted sample estimators. For the j t h level2 unit the weight factor Wj is defined by irj1, (j = 1 , . . . , M). For the
ith level-1 unit within the jtb. cluster, the conditional weight factor
Wi\j is defined by n^f, (i = 1,...,

Nj). Hence, the unconditional weight

factor would be w^ = l/nij, where 1 / ^ = l / V ^ x 1/TTJ. The method
proposed by Pfeffermann et al. (1998) is to replace each sum over the
level-2 unit j , in the IGLS algorithm, by a sample sum weighted by
Wj and each sum over the level-1 units i by a sample sum weighted by
Wi\j. The obtained algorithm is called the Probability Weighted IGLS
(or PWIGLS for short).
Now, we explain how to obtain the PWIGLS algorithm for the case
q = 1; recall that q is the size of covariate vector Zij. In this case, Uj is
a single disturbance term with normal distribution of iV(0,u;2), where
to2 is the scalar value of Q,. The goal is to estimate 0 and 8 = (UJ2, cr2).
First we provide the IGLS algorithm for the case of q = 1. The matrices

13

p( r ) and Q^ are computed in the following way:
M

pM = £ ( T

y

-

ajT2jT^)

(2.2)

3=1

M
Q{r) =

J2(T3j - a-T2i%)

(2.3)

3=1
Where T\j = 2_>i=l xijXij/Z0iji
T

4j = YOliVijZijilzliv

-*2j = 2-,»=l xijzij/zOij>

a

i = (T5j + a2/u;2y\

-*3j = 2^j=l

x

ijyij/z0ij>

T5j = Y^liz%lzliv

and

<r2, Co2 are the IGLS census estimators from iteration r — 1.
The matrices i?^r^ and S^ are computed in the following way:
R(r) =

(

£i=i6?

^i=i ^/T5i

I

( 2 4)

(2.5)
where fy = (a>2 + o2/Tbj)~
( E d ^jZii/4ij)/T6i

where

, T6j = Yldi ^ - . % = {tij ~ zijUj) / zoij, Uj =
%' = J/« - ^

( r )

-

To obtain the probability weighted IGLS algorithm we modify the
IGLS algorithm by taking the following steps. Let 2 * denote the sum
over level-2 sample units j and Ylt denote the sum over the level-1
sample units i. We use the hat sign to show that we are using the
sample units and not the units in the whole population. The goal is to
obtain estimates for j3 and 0 by repeating the IGLS algorithm r times.
As r —> oo, the parameters ^

and 9^ would converge to (3 and 9.

We first define the following scalars which are obtained from the
original scalars, defined above, by applying the weight factors. These
14

scalars remain the same in all iterations of the PWIGLS algorithm.
s

3
s

±lj

2_^wi\jxijxij/z0ij

=
i
s

*2j

=

;Wi\jxijzij/zOij

/
i
s

Tzj

=

/
t=l
s

,Wi\jxijyij/zQij

J-Aj

—

/

;Wi\jyijzij/zOij
i
s

%

^2wi\Jzij/zoij

=
i

We start the PWIGLS algorithm by initializing 0(°) and 0<°) in the
following way:

—

s

1

s

i
2

u™

3

(2.6)

= 0

-(0)2 = E ^ / E ^ - 1 ) *

3

where Tg } = E J ^ y ^ - z y r i f ) 2 / ^ , u f =
and e ^

( £ > ^ V 4 ; ) / ^ ,

- y^ - X ; J / 3 ( 0 ) .

Next, for each iteration r we compute P(r\ Q^r\ PSr\ and S^

by

replacing each sum with an appropriate weighted sum. In the following,

15

the a and u> in the right hand side denotes the value of the corresponding parameter from the previous iteration (r — 1). By considering these
changes in P^ and Q^ Equation (2.2) and (2.3) will be changed in
the following way:
s

(r)

^ = Y,w^-^%)

(2-7)

3
s

Q{r) = E^^-a^-f;.)

(2.8)

3

where CLJ = (f5j + a2/to2)

.

By applying similar changes to Equation (2.5), we will get the
proper estimate for S^ as follows:

(2.9)

£ > ^^•(a- 4 T4r66jj + bffi/T
^ / r 55jj)) )
where Uj = ( E I ^ l i e y ^ j / ' z l i 3 ) / % i

% = ( e v - *y«j)/*oy, %i =

-i

£ ? wn^, and bj = (a;2 + a2/T5j)

Applying similar changes, the estimator R^ in Equation (2.4) will
lead to the following estimate:

*->=(

E

^

V«fi/*«

V EJ »i*?/r« E* y^-HNi

) . „ 10)

- 1 ) + Sj/if,.) /

Note that this is obtained from R^ by applying the weight factors and
also replacing rij by Nj.
Let us now briefly explain how the sampling and estimation of variance components are computed.
16

(1) Compute the initial values for j3^ and 6^

using Equation

(2.6).
(2) F o r r = l , 2 , . . . ,
(2-a) Calculate pW" 1 , &r\

R^-1,

and S^

using Equations

(2.7), (2.8), (2.10), and (2.9).
(2-b) Compute
g(r) _ p(r)-lQ(r)

Q(T) _

pj.r)-lg(r)

(3) As r increases, J3^ -» £ and #r> -> (9.

2.2. Weight Inflated method and Model Unbiased method
In this subsection, we discuss two methods of estimation for variance components, the weight inflated method and model unbiased
method of estimation. These estimations are applied to the model
(2.1). The first method was introduced by R. Huang and M. Hidiroglou
(2003) and the second method was introduced by Searle et al. (1992).
In these methods, an artificial population is generated by duplicating
sample data by using sample weights. We consider the probability design that each cluster j is selected by probability TTJ and the level-1 unit
i within cluster j is included by probability ir^. As mentioned before,
we sample m clusters from the available M clusters and we sample rij
level-1 units from Nj level-1 units within the chosen j t h cluster. We
consider the sampling weights WjS and w^jS which are the weights associated with the clusters and level-1 units respectively. These weight
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factors are defined exactly as discussed in Section 2.1.2. Here we consider the following model which is exactly the same model as (2.1) with
z

0ij = 1 ;
Uij ~ ^ijP ~T~ z<ijUj * ^ij

Now we describe the algorithm to estimate the variance components for
the above model. The duplication of sample data occurs in two steps.
At the first step, we duplicate y^ and covariate vectors Xij and Zij,
Wi\j times. Using mathematical notations, this can be denoted by the
inflated response vector yj = vec{lw... (S^ij}"!,

an

d the inflated co-

variate matrices Xj = vec{lWi{. (£)Xij}n3_ and Zj — vec{lw.u

&)Zij}n*

where (££) stands for the tensor product. At the second step, we duplicate vector yj, covariate matrices Xj and Zj, Wj times. This will result in
vector y = vec{lWj (£)yj}m=l covariate matrices x = vec{lWj
and z — 0 { 1

%

®Zj}m=1

where 0

^)Xj}r?_1

stands for the direct sum. The

u and v are the inflated random disturbances where the components
of u = {iij} and the components of v = {%} are independent respectively. The model for the artificial population would be in the following
form:
y = x/3 + zu + v.

(2.11)

We consider a simple random effect model. In this model all the units
share a common mean /?, Xij = 1, z^ = 1. This simple random effect
model can be expressed as:
yij = /3 + Uj + Vij,
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(2.12)

where Uj has a normal distribution N(0, a;2) and vy has a normal distribution N(0,a2).

We present two methods for estimating a2 and UJ2

. These methods are explained in the Huang and Hidiroglou (2003)
paper. The first estimation obtained from the weight inflated method
provides the following estimations

Yl w^vn - yjwf/(Y^ <%• - 5Z WJ">
y

(2-13)

ij

and
w
w
l
u2 = E
^ y " ij(Vjw
w ^ - y^wf - (vE ^j ir ^- v)°l^

E y «>y - E j Wj(E< ^ i b ) 2 / E y
where y„, = E y ^ y y / E y ^ j

and

(214)

w

ij

%«> = E ; *•%•?/;.?/Ei^lj- These

two estimators are not model unbiased. The model unbiased estimators
for a2 and u2 , if the design is non informative, are obtained from Henderson's method III for the simple random effect model in the following
way:
„ 2 _ 32ijWij(Vij

-Vjwf

(2.15)

and

E y *M%«< - y™)2 Wo

c3

l

=

2^y "\/ '

(2.16)

E i j ™y

where c = E j ( E ; ^ y / E i ™«) ~ E y ™ y / E y «>y.
Throughout next chapter we study a resampling method that leads
us to find the bias correction terms to improve the estimation of variance components.
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CHAPTER 3

Bias Correction of Estimators of Variance
Components
In this chapter, we study the resampling algorithm designed by
Z. Wang and M. Thompson (2008). First, we discuss bias problems
when estimating the variance components. Next we discuss the resampling method, and we use this resampling procedure to compute a bias
correction for variance component estimators. The resampling procedure that we discuss here belongs to the bootstrapping family without
replacement, where the probabilities of selecting the samples are not
equal and are proportional to the size or weight of each unit in the
population. To compute the bias factor, we do the following. First we
take a sample from the population, and we generate lots of artificial
populations or pseudo populations using the sample; the procedure of
generating these artificial populations carries the sampling technique
characteristics. Next, within each of these artificial populations we select resamples with the same probability sampling technique that we
used to take the sample from the original population. By assuming
that the bias of the estimator with respect to the original sample has
the same structure as the bias of the estimator of the resamples of
the artificial population, we can find the bias corrected estimators of
variance components from the resampling procedure.
20

3.1. Bias problems when estimating the variance
components
In the survey sampling of a multilevel model, usually unequal probabilities are used for selecting from different levels of the population.
For example we consider a probability proportioned to size sampling
scheme throughout this thesis. These unequal probabilities of selection
may lead to inconsistent and biased estimators. The reason for this
is that if we ignore the sampling design, the sample units, in our case
yijS in the sample, are not independent and identically distributed and
the estimation methods developed for independent and identically distributed data are not suitable for survey data. Although the sample
weights (i.e., the inverse of the inclusion probabilities in the sample)
in the estimation procedure can reduce the bias in the estimation and
solve the consistency problem, the estimators of variance components
are still biased. Another problem in terms of bias when estimating
the variance components is the informativeness of the sampling design.
Here, an informative sampling design is a design where the inclusion
probabilities in the sample are related to the response variable and
a non-informative sampling is a sampling where the probabilities are
not related to the response variable (i.e. if ir^ and TTJ are related to
the Vij and Uj respectively, then the sampling design is an informative
sampling design). Comparing the informative sampling schemes and
non-informative sampling schemes, it appears that the bias increases
when the scheme is informative at both levels of the population. Bias
may also arise when the sampling sizes of level 1 units, i.e. rij, are
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small, especially for estimation of variance components of the level 2
units, i.e. ui2.
In the next section we study the resampling procedure on a simple
1-level population with unequal probability design.

3.2. Resampling of a 1-level population
Assume that we have a finite population U, and let y, be a real
number associated with the ith unit in the population. The index %
belongs to the finite set U where U = { 1 , 2 , . . . , N}. We select a sample
s of size n from U with the probability sampling design P(s), where 7Tj
is the probability of choosing unit i. Let ki = \l/iti\,

where [x\ is the

greatest integer less than or equal to x (i.e., \x\ = max{n € Z, n < x}).
The resampling procedure for a 1-level population follows the following
steps. We first generate Bu artificial populations and next within each
of these populations we select Bs resamples; where Bu and Bs are two
fixed integer numbers.
(1) Make ki = Ll/vr^J copies of (j/i,7r<) for every member of the
sample s. Denote the obtained population by U*, and this
will form a part of the final artificial population.
(2) Use Bernoulli sampling (refer to Section 1.2.1) to take a sample
from s in the way that each member of the sample is chosen
with probability r* = ( 1 / ^ ) — U/71'*]- This will give us the
other part of the artificial population, C/2*.
(3) The artificial population, U*, will be generated by combining
t/j* and C/2* (i.e., U* =

U;{JU;).
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(4) Repeat steps 1 — 3 Bu times to obtain Bu artificial populations.
Note that all of these Bu populations have the same U{ and
they differ only in the second part of the artificial population

(us).
(5) Within each of these Bu artificial populations, select Bs samples, s*, using the same probability sampling design P(s).
The size of this artificial population might not be equal to the size of
the original population (i.e., N). There might be some units that are
repeated within the artificial population U* and the resample s*. The
expected value of the number of times that the ith unit appeares in
U* would be 7Tj|_l/7rjJ + 7Tjrj. By substituting J-J in the expectation we
will get Tri[l/TTi\ + 7Tj((l/7Tj) — Ll/7Tij) which is equal to 1. This is an
important property which says that the expected size of the artificial
population is N, which is equal to the size of the original population.

3.3. Bias Correction
In this section, we discuss the bias correction method which is based
on the resampling procedure explained in the previous section. Let
<J> = $(U) be a population estimator of a model parameter. The census estimators of the model variance components are examples of such
population estimators. Let $ be the same estimator for the sample s of
the population U; the hat sign indicates that the parameter is obtained
from the sample. The expected value of this estimator might not be
equal to the expected value of the estimator of the population. To resolve this problem, we find a bias factor b to correct the estimator of the
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sample in such a way that E(|>) = &<£. This bias factor is obtained by
using the artificial populations and the resamples within these artificial
populations. Let <&* = <&([/*) for the artificial populations U*, and let
<£>* = $(s*) for the resamples s*s within these artificial populations.
Similarly we can define the bias factor for the artificial population as
follows:
Ep.(**) = 6*$*.

(3.1)

The subscript p* indicates that the expectation is conditional on U*\
the asterisk indicates that the parameter is obtained from the artificial population or the resample. We assume that the estimators of
the population and the samples within the population carry the same
characteristics as the estimator of the artificial populations and the
resamples within the artificial populations. This assumption implies
that b* is close to b in the sense that the expectation of b* is used to
estimate b. The goal here is to compute the expectation of b*, and
we do this in two different approaches. In the first approach, we take
expectation on both sides of Equation (3.1). The subscript p shows
that this expectation is taken conditional on U:
E p [E p . (!>*)] = E P (6*)E P («F).

(3.2)

This is obtained by assuming that the bias factor b* and the estimator of the artificial population $* are approximately uncorrelated (i.e.,
Ep{6*$*) = Ep(6*)E p ($*)). This gives the following formula to compute
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the expected value of b*:

Ep{b

}l

-

E p ($*)

(3 3)

•

"

In the second approach, first we find b* from Equation (3.1) and then
we take the expectation to get the following formula:
M n

2

= E

p

[ ^ %

(3.4)

The algorithm of generating the artificial populations provides us with
Bu artificial populations and Bs resamples within each of these artificial
populations. By considering this fact we can find the approximation
for Equations (3.3) and (3.4) in the following way:

1
Bu

ESI

(*•)»

and
1

E

Bu

B~s Z2d=\

b

P( % = ±i:r

**

(^Jdl

;:

V

]•

(3-6)

Both E p (6*) 1 and Ep(b*)2 can be used to estimate the bias factor b. The
second method provides a more accurate estimate for b, since we are
not assuming that b* and $* are uncorrelated. After computing the
estimated value of b, we can compute the bias corrected estimator for
<& as follows:
$6c =
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3.4. Resampling under simple random sampling
In this section, we compute a closed form formula for the bias factor
b when the simple random sampling scheme without replacement is
used. To compute the bias factor we need to follow the procedure of
generating artificial populations; this procedure will be simplified since
we are using the SRS sampling scheme. Assume that the size of the
sample s is n, and the size of the population U is N. Also assume that
n and N satisfy N/k < n < N/(k — 1), where k is an integer and k > 2;
note that [—J = k — 1. The algorithm in this special case is as follows:
(1) First we make (k — 1) copies of s to obtain the first part of our
artificial population, U±. Note that \U±\ = n(k — 1).
(2) Second we take a sample, t/|, of size N — n(k — 1) from the
sample s without replacement.
(3) We combine U{ and U% to obtain the artificial population U*.
(4) Repeat step 1 to 3 Bu times.
(5) Within each of these Bu artificial populations, select Bs samples s* without replacement.
Let a* denote a random variable that shows the number of times that
unit i appears in U*, and let J; be a random variable that shows the
number of times that the unit i appears in the resample s*. The moments of a, are as follows:
Ep(aj) = 1,

Varp{ai) =

(k-l)(2N-kn)
—
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,

_
,
.
Covp(ahak) =

(k-l)(2N-kn)
_ 1}
.
N{N

Within the resample s*, the moments of J» conditional on s are as
follows
Es{Ji) = 1,
Vars(Ji) =
Covs(Ji,Jk)

(k - 1)(2N - kn)(n - 1)
N(N - 1)

(k-l)(2N-kn)

=

N(N - 1)

Assume that we want to compute the bias factor for the estimator
$ = iS2, where S2 is the population sum of squares and is computed
from the equation S2 = J2iLi(Vi ~ ^ ) 2 - The mean of the population is
Y — Yli=i Vi/N. We also consider the estimator $ = s 2 where s2 is the
weighted sample sum of squares and is obtained from the equation s 2 =
Yli&swi(yi - V)2-

T h e m e a n of t h e

sample is y =

J2i&wiyi/J2i€swi-

The goal is to find b such that E(s 2 ) = b-S2. For the artificial population
U*, we have

where Y* = jj Ylieu* V* ^s the

mean

°f 2/»s m artificial population U*.

Within each of the artificial populations, we have:

jgs*

where y* = y

x

w.

Ylies* wtyi *s the weighted mean of y^s in the re-

sample. Using random variables a;s, Equation (3.7) can be expressed
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as follows:

i&U*

Vet/*

/

t=l

\i=l

/

. By taking the expectation on both sides of the above equation and
using the moments of a» we get
Ep(S2*) = Kp(N,n)S2,

(3.8)

where

K(N„\Kp(iV n)

'

N(N-l)-(k-l)(2N-kn)
~

„ (n - 1)N

N(N - 1)

n(iV-l)-

(Note that (k — 1) = L^J.) Similarly for s2* we have:

^ = £•*»?-£(£«'.
/A

By taking the expectation of the above equation we have:
Es(s2*) = Ks(N,n)s2

(3.9)

where

K(N^~
A s i i , n j

N(N-l)-(k-l)(2N-kn)
~

N(N-l)

^ (n - 1)N
~n(N-iy

The bias factors KP(N, n) and KS(N, n) turn out to be the same. Now
if we take the expectation on Equation (3.9) we would have
Ep[Es(s2*)] = KS(N, n)Ep(s2).
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(3.10)

Assuming E(s 2 ) = bS2, from Equations (3.8) and (3.10) we would have:
_ E p [E s (s 2 *)]
E P (S 2 *) •
Since the artificial population U* is generated from the sample s we
can substitute E s by E p ., on the other hand E s can be approximated
by Ep» = S r = i */Bsi

so

* n e bias factor b can be computed by
~_E p [E p .(s 2 *)]
E P (S 2 *)

'
i

where
^

g=l

a

»

r=1

and

SpC5*) = 4- f > 2 * v
Therefore, s2/b is the bias corrected estimator of S2. The above computation shows that if we use simple random sampling without replacement, then b = n(N — l ) / ( n — 1)JV and there is no need to use the
resampling procedure to estimate b. However, generating the artificial
population and applying the resampling procedure would also give us
an estimate of bias factor b. In more complex cases, for example when
we are using unequal probability sampling, it's not easy to compute
the bias factor and we need to use a resampling procedure in order to
estimate the bias factor.
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3.5. Resampling and bias correction in a multilevel model
In this section, we discuss the resampling algorithm for a 2-level
population model. In this 2-level model, there are M clusters or level-2
units, where j = 1 , . . . , M indicates the clusters. Within each cluster,
there are Nj level-1 units, where i = l,...,Nj

indicates the level-1

units. Variable y^ is the variable associated with the ith level-1 unit
within the j t h cluster. These yijS satisfy the following simple random
effect regression model:
ytj = (3 + Uj + Vij,

(3.11)

where (3 is the mean of the response variable and Uj and % are the
disturbance's terms with the normal distribution Uj ~ N(0,u2)
%~iV(0,a

2

and

).

Searle et al. (1992) introduce a method to estimate the variance
component S^2 and S^2 for the above model (3.11). This method of
moment estimation is used to compute the census estimator of UJ2 and
a1 denoted by S^2 and S^2, respectively:

and
1

M

_

_

<? 2

s

- = WM^)^N,{?'-?f-W

(3 13)

'

3=1

where N = E ^ i ty, Yj = i £ &

Vij
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and N0 = j^(N-±

E ^ i Nf).

If all Nj have the same value N, then No would be equal to N:

N0 = _L_(MJV - -L(MiV 2 )) = ——7(N{M
-l)) = N
y
M-V

MN

M-V

"

By looking over this formula you can notice that this method is not
realistic, since it is almost impossible to access the whole population.
On the other hand, we may have access to data collected from a complex survey and not from the whole population. Here we assume a two
stage sampling, where at the first stage we select m level-2 units from
M clusters with probability proportion to size ITJ for j — 1 , . . . , m. At
the second stage, within each of the selected clusters we select rij level1 units from the Nj level-1 units with probability proportional to size
7Tj|j. The total number of sampled units from the population will be
equal t o n = ]C,-=i nj- Note that the size or the weight at both stages
is the inverse of the selection probability. In particular, Wj = 1/TTJ,
Wi\j = l/nqj

a n d Wij =

WjWi\j.

Now we introduce the resampling procedure for this 2-level model
by extending the algorithm for the simple 1-level model. Let yij be a
real number associated with the ith. level-1 unit within the jth. level2 unit in the finite population U: where U = [jj=1Uj.

Each Uj =

1 , . . . , Nj indicates the subpopulation that includes all level-1 units
within the j t h level-2 unit; or simply Uj is the j t h cluster in U. We use
C = { 1 , . . . , M} to index over the level-2 units in U and c = { 1 , . . . , m}
to index over the sampled level-2 units. The sample of the level-1 units
within the j t h cluster is denoted by Sj C Uj. The resampling algorithm
follows the following steps:
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(1) For each level-2 cluster j e c do the following:
(a) For each i e Sj make % copies of (J/JJ,7TJ|J), where % =
I — I. Let Uft denote the obtained cluster.
(b) Use Bernoulli sampling to select some level-1 units from
the sample Sj, where each unit in Sj is included again in the
artificial population with the probability ri\j — (1/7%-) —
[l/7Ti|jJ. Let Uy be the selected units.
(c) Combine Uu and U%j to create an artificial population Uf
of size Nf.
(2) Make kj copies of (J,TTJ), where kj = [^-J.

Let C{ be the

obtained set.
(3) Use Bernoulli sampling to select some clusters of c to form
C | , where the cluster j £ c is included again in the artificial
population with probability Tj = (1/TTJ) — LV^jJ(4) Combine C* and C% to create C* of size M*. The obtained
artificial population corresponding to the index set C* is U* =

(5) Repeat step 1 to 4 for Bu times, to obtain Bu artificial populations.
(6) Within each of these Bu artificial populations, select Ba random samples, s*, using the same probability sampling design
as the original sampling design.

Using the artificial populations created from the above algorithm, we
can compute the census estimates of a;2 and a2 using Equations (3.12)
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and (3.13) in the following way:
M* * /

N*

-M*

and
S2*

S(F^T)g^«--F*)2-ifJ

<3-15'

where AT* = £ £ Nj, Y* = ^ E ^ i »& and iV0* = ^ ( J V * - ^ £ £
We can also compute the bias factors ba2 and bu2 for cr2 and a)2. The
first bias factors are computed from the equations (3.5) in the following
way:
?1 _
<*2 ~

1 v->i>« J L V~*-D« /'/!i-2*\
B„ Z ^ r = l Bs ^d=l
V° /rrf
J _ V-*-8" / Q 2 * \

(3.16)

and
fci2 = ^

'

^

l

"

)rd

.

(3.17)

The second bias factors for a2 and CJ2 are obtained from the equation
(3.6) as follows:
a

^5

wo,

<318)

'

and

After computing the bias factors b1^ and fe22 from Equations (3.16)
and (3.18), we can compute two bias corrected estimators of variance
component a2 in the following way:

al = a2fb\,
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(3.20)

JVf).

and
S& = * 7 & -

(3-21)

Similarly, we can compute 6^2 and £r,2, and the bias corrected estimators of CJ2 are obtained as follows:
tfc = * V &

(3-22)

and
u2bc = u2/bl2.
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(3.23)

CHAPTER 4

Simulations and Results
To examine the performance of the estimators for the variance components discussed in Chapter 2 and the effect of the bias factor studied
in Chapter 3 on the estimators, we run a simulation study. This chapter
explains the simulation and presents the results.
First, we generate a finite population from the simple random effect model yij = (3 + Uj + % , where Uj ~ N(0,UJ2),

Vij ~ iV(0, a2),

j = 1 , . . . , M and i = 1 , . . . , Nj. We conduct this simulation for the
values (3 = 1, a1 = 0.5 and u2 = 0.2. The number of clusters in
the population is taken to be M = 300. The size of each cluster is
Nj = 75exp(iij), where Uj is generated from the distribution iV{0,a;2)
and is bounded between — l.b-JuP and l.bVu2.

The values of Nj lie

in the range [38,147], with the approximate mean of 80. We sample
m clusters from M clusters and rij level-1 units within the selected
clusters of size Nj. In this simulation study, we consider various sizes
for m and n,- that is, m = 35,20,80 and rij = O.lNj, 9 , 0 . 4 % 38. The
samples are taken with the following sampling schemes:

(a): Informative at both levels: m level-2 units are sampled with
probability proportional to Xj, so that TTJ = mXj/Yl\

Xj-

The XjS are obtained in the same way as Nj but with Uj
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replaced by Uj, which is the disturbance term between clusters. Next, rij level-1 units are sampled from the selected j t h
cluster. To do so first we partition the jth. cluster into 2 subclusters depending on whether Vij > 0 or Vij < 0 and then we
sample 0.25rij and 0.75rij level-1 units from these subclusters,
respectively.
(b): Informative only at level 2: The same sampling scheme is
considered as scheme (a) in this method, except that for selecting level-1 units we applied simple random sampling (SRS)
scheme within the selected clusters.
(c): Non-informative:

The same sampling scheme is considered

as scheme (b), except the size Xj is set equal to Nj.

In the first part of our simulation, we compute the uncorrected
variance estimates by using the methods discussed earlier in Chapter 2. The number of iterations in the PWIGLS algorithm discussed
in Section 2.1 is set to r — 100. The estimators <72(Pf) and d)2(Pf)
in the first block of Tables 1-12 are the estimators obtained from Section 2.1 using Equations (2.9) and (2.10), respectively. The estimators
a 2 (HH), u>2(HH), <r|(HH) and w22(HH) in the first block of Tables 112 are the estimators discussed in Section 2.2 using Equations (2.13),
(2.14), (2.15) and (2.16), respectively.
In the next part of the simulation, we use the resampling algorithm,
discussed in Chapter 3, to compute the bias factors for the variance
component estimators. The number of created artificial populations is
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Bu = 25, and within each of these artificial populations Bs = 25 resamples are generated. For any of the estimators obtained in the first
part of the simulation, we compute two bias factors. For example for
the estimator er2(Pf) that we obtained in the last part, we can compute two bias factors from Equations (3.16) and (3.18). This gives us
two bias corrected estimators for <72(Pf) (using Equations (3.20) and
(3.21)). The second and third blocks in tables 1-12 are the estimators
obtained from the first and second method of bias correction, respectively. The columns in these tables are partitioned into three blocks,
where the first, second and third blocks show the results from the sampling schemes (a), (b) and (c), respectively. We repeat the simulation
for / = 100 times to obtain 100 estimates, and the results given in each
column block show the Mean, Relative Bias (RBias) and Relative mean
square error (RMSE) of the estimators. The formulas to compute the
Mean, RBias, and RMSE of a estimator <j> are as follows:

Relative Bias = /_A0i/</> — l)/I
i=l

Relative MSE = x £ ( ^ / 0 - l )

2

//

Mean = ( ] P fa)/I
where (f> is the known parameter of the generated population.

For

example <fi as the variance of v^ has the actual value of a2 — 0.5.
By studying the performance of the variance estimators in tables
1-12 before and after the correction, we notice that the estimation of
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variance components within level 2 units, to2, and level 1 units, a2, is
improved in most of the cases after the correction. For example RBias
gets closer to zero. In the rest of the cases these estimators have almost
the same performance. Here we review some of the results shown in
the tables 1-12

(1) We consider the case where the sample size of j t h level 2 units,
rij, is small (i.e. rij = 9,0.1Nj) and the sampling scheme is
non-informative (i.e. sampling scheme (c)). The estimates
of both variance components a2 and UJ2 before the correction
are biased. After obtaining the corrected estimates from the
proposed resampling procedure, the bias of uncorrected estimators is reduced for all of the estimators discussed in Section
2.1. For the estimators discussed in Section 2.2, the accuracy
of corrected estimators is improved in most of the cases. It appears that the sample size of the level 1 units or clusters, m,
does not affect the result. Comparing the third column block
of tables 1-12 shows that the Rbias and RMSE of the estimators obtained from sampling scheme (c) are smaller than the
Rbias and RMSE of the estimators obtained from the sampling scheme (a) and (b) in most of the cases. Also the mean
of the variances are closer to the actual values of a2 = 0.5 and
a;2 = 0.2.
(2) We look at the case where the sample size rij is small (i.e.
rij = 9,0.1A/j) and informativeness is introduced at level-2
units (i.e. sampling scheme (b)). Both estimates of a2 and ui2
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are biased. After applying the correction procedure to these
estimators, we notice that the bias is more reduced for the
variance component between level 1 units, a2, than the bias
for the variance components between clusters, uJ2.
(3) When the sample size rij is small and the sampling scheme is
informative at both levels, i.e. sampling scheme (a), it appears
that the bias correction does not work as well as scheme (b)
and (c). Also we notice that the bias is reduced for variance
between level 1 units, a2, in most of the cases compared to the
bias for the variance between clusters, u>2, which has almost
the same value before the correction.
(4) By looking at the results in the tables where the sampling size
rij is larger with the non-informative and informative at level
2 sampling schemes, we notice that the estimates of a2 and uJ2
are slightly biased. The bias terms are reduced in most of the
cases after applying the correction procedure. We also observe
that as the sampling size rij decreases in more cases the bias
of uncorrected estimators is reduced.
(5) When rij is larger and the sampling scheme is informative at
both levels, we observe that the variance estimators are biased
and the correction procedure reduces the bias in most of the
cases. Comparing the result of different sampling schemes we
notice that overall the bias correction procedure for sampling
scheme (a) does not work as well as bias correction procedure
for sampling scheme (b) and (c).
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(6) Considering the case where the sampling size n,- is larger, i.e.
rij = 0.4iVj,38, we observe that the RBias and RMSE of the
estimators obtained from sampling scheme (a), (b) and (c) are
reduced in both uncorrected estimators and corrected estimators compared to the case where rij is small.
(7) By comparing the performance of different sampling schemes,
we get some interesting results. For example if we compare
sampling schemes (a) and (b), we notice that RBias and RMSE
of the estimators are smaller in most of the cases in scheme (b)
for both uncorrected variance estimators or corrected variance
estimators. In other words sampling scheme (b) works better
than sampling scheme (a) for estimation of variance components. Similarly, we observe that the scheme (c). works better
than either scheme (a) or (b). The superiority of scheme (c)
gets more apparent as the size of sampling scheme rij increases.
Looking at the tables 1-12 we notice that the estimates of a2 and to2
corrected with bias factors 6^2 and 6^2 computed in Equation (3.16)
and (3.17) are the same as the estimates corrected with bias factors b2c2
and £r,2 computed in Equation (3.18) and (3.19).
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Uncorrected
Corrected I
corrected II

Estm.
*«(Pf)
co'2(Pi)
djf(HH)
wjf(HH)
^(HH)
^I(HH)
<H(Pf)
w 2 (Pf)
a?(HH)
wif(HH)
^(HH)
^(HH)
^(Pf)
^(Pf)
3f(HH)
t^(HH)
o^(HH)
^(HH)

Mean
0.4025
0.2241
0.4019
0.2062
0.4533
0.1806
0.4533
0.1882
0.453
0.1939
0.453
0.1808
0.4533
0.1882
0.453
0.1939
0.453
0.1808

Scheme A
RBias RMSE
0.195 0.2133
0.1206 0.39
0.1963 0.2144
0.0311 0.3746
0.0934 0.1345
0.0969 0.4277
0.0934 0.1347
0.0592 0.3927
0.0941 0.135
0.0307 0.4062
0.0941 0.135
0.0962 0.4276
0.0934 0.1347
0.0592 0.3927
0.0941 0.135
0.0307 0.4063
0.0941 0.135
0.0962 0.4276

Mean
0.4491
0.249
0.4484
0.2205
0.5049
0.1918
0.5038
0.2024
0.5034
0.2069
0.5035
0.1925
0.5038
0.2024
0.5034
0.2069
0.5035
0.1925

Scheme B
RBias RMSE
0.1018 0.1291
0.2448 0.4839
0.1033 0.1301
0.1025 0.3802
0.0098 0.0903
0.0408 0.4088
0.0076 0.0903
0.0119 0.3871
0.0069 0.0901
0.0343 0.3981
0.0069 0.0901
0.0373 0.4094
0.0076 0.0903
0.0118 0.3871
0.0069 0.0901
0.0343 0.3982
0.0069 0.0901
0.0373 0.4095

Mean
0.4419
0.2628
0.4413
0.2305
0.4982
0.2032
0.4968
0.2172
0.4966
0.2188
0.4966
0.2048
0.4968
0.2172
0.4966
0.2188
0.4966
0.2048

Table 1: Simulation results for performance of estimators of variance
components (m = 35,rij = O.lNj)
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Scheme C
RBias RMSE
0.1162 0.1367
0.3141 0.4704
0.1173 0.1376
0.1524 0.3189
0.0037 0.0813
0.0161 0.3171
0.0063 0.0834
0.0861 0.3239
0.0069 0.0833
0.0938 0.3222
0.0068 0.0833
0.0239 0.3199
0.0063 0.0834
0.0861 0.3239
0.0069 0.0833
0.0938 0.3222
0.0068 0.0833
0.0239 0.3199

Uncorrected
corrected I
corrected II

Scheme A
Estm.
Mean RBias RMSE
o*(Pf) 0.3941 0.2118 0.2237
w*(Pf) 0.2016 0.0079 0.2944
<rjf(HH) 0.3934 0.2132 0.2249
wjf(HH) 0.1867 0.0667 0.3024
^ ( H H ) 0.4371 0.1258 0.1488
^ ( H H ) 0.1673 0.1636 0.3669
^ ( P f ) 0.4372 0.1256 0.1489
c^(Pf)
0.176 0.1201 0.3352
^f(HH) 0.4369 0.1262 0.1493
wjf(HH) 0.1774 0.113 0.3413
^ ( H H ) 0.4369 0.1262 0.1493
^ ( H H ) 0.1674 0.1628 0.3678
<r*(Pf) 0.4372 0.1256 0.1489
cu'2(JP{)
0.176 0.1202 0.3353
^f(HH) 0.4369 0.1262 0.1493
wif(HH) 0.1774 0.1131 0.3414
^ ( H H ) 0.4369 0.1262 0.1493
^ ( H H ) 0.1674 0.1628 0.3678

Scheme B
Mean RBias RMSE
0.4446 0.1109 0.14
0.237 0.185 0.4117
0.4437 0.1125 0.1409
0.217 0.0851 0.4158
0.493 0.014 0.0954
0.1955 0.0225 0.454
0.4935 0.0129 0.0952
0.2059 0.0295 0.4252
0.4932 0.0136 0.095
0.2072 0.036 0.4459
0.4932 0.0136 0.095
0.196
0.02 0.4559
0.4935 0.0129 0.0952
0.2059 0.0295 0.4252
0.4932 0.0136 0.095
0.2072 0.036 0.4459
0.4932 0.0136 0.095
0.196^ 0.02 0.4559

Scheme C
Mean RBias RMSE
0.4533 0.0934 0.115
0.247 0.2349 0.4066
0.4527 0.0947 0.1158
0.2258 0.1288 0.3113
0.5029 0.0059 0.0742
0.2047 0.0233 0.3216
0.5035 0.0071 0.0749
0.2174 0.0872 0.3281
0.5033 0.0066 0.0747
0.2163 0.0815 0.3241
0.5033 0.0066 0.0747
0.2048 0.0241 0.323
0.5035 0.0071 0.0749
0.2174 0.0872 0.328
0.5033 0.0066 0.0747
0.2163 0.0814 0.324
0.5033 0.0066 0.0747
0.2048 0.0241 0.323

Table 2: Simulation results for performance of estimators of variance
components (m — 35, n,- = 9)
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Uncorrected
corrected I
corrected II

Estm.
d*(Pf)
t^(Pf)
*5f(HH)
wjf(HH)
^(HH)
^(HH)
^(Pf)
t^(Pf)
af(HH)
wjf(HH)
^(HH)
^(HH)
a2 (Pi)
w 2 (Pf)
d?(HH)

Mean
0.423
0.2066
0.4221
0.1878
0.4303
0.2035
0.4302
0.2008
0.4303
0.2037
0.4303
0.2034
0.4302
0.2008
0.4303
wif(HH) 0.2037
«^(HH) 0.4303
^ ( H H ) 0.2034

Scheme A
RBias RMSE
0.1539 0.1592
0.033 0.3949
0.1558 0.1609
0.0608 0.3687
0.1393 0.1452
0.0173 0.4039
0.1396 0.1455
0.0039 0.3949
0.1393 0.1452
0.0187 0.4037
0.1393 0.1452
0.0169 0.4039
0.1396 0.1455
0.0038 0.3949
0.1393 0.1452
0.0187 0.4037
0.1393 0.1452
0.017 0.404

Mean
0.491
0.2001
0.4895
0.1841
0.4989
0.1982
0.4988
0.1951
0.4989
0.1984
0.4989
0.198
0.4988
0.1951
0.4989
0.1984
0.4989
0.198

Scheme B
RBias RMSE
0.018 0.0501
0.0006 0.2811
0.021 0.0508
0.0797 0.2869
0.0022 0.0474
0.0092 0.3061
0.0024 0.0472
0.0243 0.2971
0.0021 0.0472
0.008 0.3032
0.0021 0.0472
0.0101 0.3038
0.0024 0.0472
0.0244 0.297
0.0021 0.0472
0.008 0.3032
0.0021 0.0472
0.0101 0.3038

Mean
0.4913
0.2032
0.4899
0.1841
0.4994
0.1985
0.4992
0.1986
0.4993
0.1991
0.4993
0.1987
0.4992
0.1986
0.4993
0.1991
0.4993
0.1986

Table 3: Simulation results for performance of estimators of variance
components (m = 35, rij = OANj)
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Scheme C
RBias RMSE
0.0174 0.0419
0.0159 0.2678
0.0201 0.0427
0.0796 0.2482
0.0013 0.0383
0.0075 0.2657
0.0016 0.0382
0.0072 0.2653
0.0014 0.0382
0.0043 0.2642
0.0014 0.0382
0.0067 0.2647
0.0016 0.0382
0.0072 0.2653
0.0014 0.0382
0.0043 0.2641
0.0014 0.0382
0.0068 0.2646

Uncorrected
corrected I
corrected II

Mean
Estm.
2
a (Pf) 0.4396
u>a(Pf) 0.1949
3f(HH) 0.4384
&if(HH) 0.1753
^ ( H H ) 0.4447
^ ( H H ) 0.1915
a*(Pf) 0.4445
c^(Pf)
0.191
^f(HH) 0.4447
^T(HH) 0.192
a|(HH) 0.4447
^ ( H H ) 0.1919
^ ( P f ) 0.4445
c^(Pf)
0.191
^f(HH) 0.4447
wjf(HH) 0.192
^ ( H H ) 0.4447
c^(HH) 0.1919

Scheme A
RBias RMSE
0.1208 0.1293
0.0256 0.2713
0.1231 0.1313
0.1235 0.2866
0.1105 0.1197
0.0427 0.2922
0.1111 0.1203
0.0452 0.2869
0.1107 0.1199
0.0401 0.2901
0.1107 0.1199
0.0406 0.2905
0.1111 0.1203
0.0452 0.2869
0.1107 0.1199
0.0401 0.2902
0.1107 0.1199
0.0406 0.2905

Scheme B
Mean RBias RMSE
0.4926 0.0148 0.0475
0.1993 0.0035 0.3503
0.491 0.0181 0.0481
0.1832 0.084 0.3417
0.498 0.0041 0.0455
0.2
0
0.3724
0.4976 0.0049 0.0458
0.1988 0.0062 0.3617
0.4978 0.0044 0.0458
0.2003 0.0016 0.3694
0.4978 0.0044 0.0458
0.2002 0.001 0.3697
0.4976 0.0048 0.0458
0.1987 0.0063 0.3617
0.4978 0.0044 0.0458
0.2003 0.0016 0.3694
0.4978 0.0044 0.0458
0.2002 0.001 J 0.3697

Scheme C
Mean RBias RMSE
0.4972 0.0055 0.0401
0.1975 0.0123 0.2714
0.4957 0.0086
0.04
0.1812 0.0942 0.2522
0.5028 0.0055 0.04
0.1975 0.0127 0.2642
0.5026 0.0052 0.0398
0.1989 0.0054 0.2664
0.5028 0.0057 0.0399
0.1981 0.0096 0.2644
0.5028 0.0057 0.0399
0.1978 0.0111 0.2647
0.5026 0.0052 0.0398
0.1989 0.0055 0.2664
0.5028 0.0057 0.0399
0.1981 0.0097 0.2644
0.5028 0.0057 0.0399
0.1978 0.0111 0.2647

Table 4: Simulation results for performance of estimators of variance
components (m = 35, n^ = 38)
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Uncorrected
corrected I
corrected II

Estm.
5*(Pf)
^(Pf)
^(HH)
wif(HH)
^(HH)
u^(HH)
o*(Pf)
a>^(Pf)
^f(HH)
^(HH)
a^(HH)
^(HH)
a*(Pf)
cu^(Pf)
*f(HH)
w?(HH)
^(HH)
^(HH)

Mean
0.4101
0.1971
0.4089
0.1891
0.4623
0.1485
0.4625
0.16
0.4621
0.164
0.4621
0.1496
0.4625
0.16
0.4621
0.164
0.4621
0.1496

Scheme A
RBias RMSE
0.1798 0.2072
0.0144 0.4555
0.1822 0.2089
0.0543 0.422
0.0755 0.1387
0.2573 0.5153
0.0749 0.1387
0.2
0.4709
0.0758 0.1388
0.1798 0.4696
0.0758 0.1387
0.252 0.5163
0.0749 0.1387
0.2
0.471
0.0758 0.1388
0.1799 0.4696
0.0758 0.1387
0.252 0.5163

Mean
0.4408
0.2333
0.4399
0.2239
0.496
0.1831
0.4953
0.1932
0.4951
0.1977
0.4951
0.1841
0.4953
0.1931
0.4951
0.1977
0.4951
0.1841

Scheme B
RBias RMSE
0.1184 0.164
0.1665 0.4387
0.1202 0.1647
0.1195 0.4041
0.008 0.1262
0.0847 0.4238
0.0093 0.1259
0.0342 0.3979
0.0098 0.1256
0.0113 0.4027
0.0098 0.1256
0.0796 0.4254
0.0093 0.1259
0.0343 0.3979
0.0098 0.1256
0.0114 0.4027
0.0098 0.1256
0.0797 0.4254

Mean
0.4396
0.241
0.4388
0.2357
0.4951
0.1957
0.4944
0.2084
0.4942
0.2107
0.4942
0.1971
0.4944
0.2084
0.4942
0.2106
0.4942
0.1971

Table 5: Simulation results for performance of estimators of variance
components (m = 20, rij = 0.1 Nj)
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Scheme C
RBias RMSE
0.1207 0.1558
0.2049 0.4681
0.1223 0.1567
0.1784 0.4201
0.0098 0.1094
0.0216 0.4109
0.0113 0.1117
0.0421 0.4045
0.0117 0.1115
0.0533 0.4018
0.0116 0.1114
0.0145 0.4121
0.0113 0.1117
0.0421 0.4045
0.0117 0.1115
0.0532 0.4018
0.0116 0.1114
0.0145 0.4121

Uncorrected
corrected I
corrected II

Estm.
a*(Pf)
^(Pf)
Sif(HH)
o;]f(HH)
^(HH)
^(HH)
^(Pf)
Lb'2(Pf)
<rjf(HH)
wjf(HH)
5^(HH)
^(HH)
^(Pf)
u>2(Pf)
3f(HH)
wjf(HH)
d^(HH)
^(HH)

Mean
0.3873
0.2009
0.3863
0.2028
0.4292
0.1742
0.4292
0.1794
0.4289
0.1828
0.4289
0.1738
0.4292
0.1794
0.4289
0.1828
0.4289
0.1738

Scheme A
RBias RMSE
0.2253 0.2455
0.0046 0.3973
0.2273 0.2469
0.014 0.4458
0.1416 0.1776
0.1292 0.4909
0.1416 0.1777
0.103 0.4474
0.1422 0.178
0.0861 0.4694
0.1422 0.178
0.1309 0.4907
0.1416 0.1777
0.103 0.4474
0.1422 0.178
0.0862 0.4694
0.1422 0.178
0.131 0.4907

Mean
0.4521
0.2176
0.451
0.221
0.5012
0.1861
0.5015
0.1933
0.5012
0.1968
0.5012
0.1859
0.5015
0.1933
0.5012
0.1968
0.5012
0.1859

Scheme B
RBias RMSE
0.0957 0.1501
0.0881 0.3725
0.0979 0.1506
0.105 0.4274
0.0023 0.1273
0.0693 0.449
0.0029 0.1273
0.0336 0.4083
0.0024 0.1268
0.0161 0.4284
0.0024 0.1267
0.0706 0.4492
0.0029 0.1273
0.0337 0.4083
0.0024 0.1268
0.0161 0.4284
0.0024 0.1267
0.0706 0.4493

Mean
0.4438
0.2406
0.443
0.2418
0.4923
0.2093
0.4927
0.2208
0.4926
0.22
0.4926
0.2095
0.4927
0.2208
0.4926
0.22
0.4926
0.2095

Table 6: Simulation results for performance of estimators of variance
components (m = 20, rij = 9)
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Scheme C
RBias RMSE
0.1125 0.1494
0.2031 0.4667
0.1139 0.1501
0.2088 0.4639
0.0153 0.1096
0.0467 0.4414
0.0146
0.11
0.1038 0.4432
0.0149 0.1099
0.1001 0.4409
0.0149 0.1099
0.0473 0.4416
0.0146 0.11
0.1038 0.4431
0.0149 0.1099
0.1
0.4408
0.0149 0.1099
0.0473 0.4416

Uncorrected
corrected I
corrected II

Scheme A
Estm.
Mean RBias RMSE
^ ( P f ) 0.4193 0.1613 0.1687
cb2 (Pi) 0.1809 0.0954 0.4461
^i(HH) 0.4173 0.1655 0.1726
atf(HH) 0.1794 0.1032 0.4704
^ ( H H ) 0.4254 0.1492 0.1574
^ ( H H ) 0.1834 0.0832 0.4921
^ ( P f ) 0.4251 0.1498 0.1582
w a (Pf) 0.1796 0.1022 0.4755
^f(HH) 0.4254 0.1492 0.1576
wjf(HH) 0.1838 0.0812 0.4928
^ ( H H ) 0.4254 0.1492 0.1576
^ ( H H ) 0.1836 0.082 0.494
d*(Pf) 0.4251 0.1498 0.1582
£ 2 (Pf) 0.1796 0.1022 0.4756
3f(HH) 0.4254 0.1492 0.1576
wif(HH) 0.1838 0.0812 0.4929
^ ( H H ) 0.4254 0.1492 0.1576
^ ( H H ) 0.1836 0.082 0.4941

Scheme B
Mean RBias RMSE
0.4909 0.0182 0.0598
0.2016 0.0079 0.3983
0.4889 0.0221 0.0606
0.1992 0.0041 0.3776
0.4986 0.0028 0.0571
0.2031 0.0154 0.4002
0.4983 0.0034 0.0569
0.1994 0.0029 0.3889
0.4988 0.0024 0.0569
0.2036 0.0179 0.4003
0.4988 0.0024 0.0569
0.2034 0.0169 0.4012
0.4983 0.0034 0.0569
0.1994 0.003 0.3889
0.4988 0.0024 0.0569
0.2036 0.0179 0.4003
0.4988 0.0024 0.0569
0.2034 0.0169 0.4012

Scheme C
Mean RBias RMSE
0.4947 0.0105 0.0557
0.1873 0.0633 0.3419
0.4926 0.0149 0.0557
0.1871 0.0645 0.3407
0.502 0.004 0.0548
0.1907 0.0463 0.3606
0.5013 0.0025 0.0551
0.1903 0.0486 0.358
0.5018 0.0036 0.0551
0.1912 0.044 0.3587
0.5018 0.0035 0.0551
0.1909 0.0457 0.3595
0.5013 0.0025 0.0551
0.1903 0.0486 0.358
0.5018 0.0036 0.0551
0.1912 0.044 0.3588
0.5018 0.0035 0.0551
0.1909 0.0457 0.3596

Table 7: Simulation results for performance of estimators of variance
components (m = 20, rij = 0.4iVj)
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Uncorrected
corrected I
corrected II

Estm.
a*(Pf)
w a (Pf)
djf(HH)
wjf(HH)
^(HH)

Mean
0.439
0.2004
0.4379
0.1805
0.4441
^I(HH) 0.1975
**(Pf) 0.4439
u2(Pi) 0.1967
0.4441
a((W)
wjf(HH) 0.1978
^ ( H H ) 0.4441
^ ( H H ) 0.1977
a*(Pf) 0.4439
t^(Pf) 0.1967
^f(HH) 0.4441
c^(HH) 0.1978
o^(HH) 0.4441
c^(HH) 0.1977

Scheme A
RBias RMSE
0.122 0.1297
0.0022 0.2921
0.1242 0.1317
0.0976 0.29
0.1117 0.1202
0.0125 0.3033
0.1122 0.1207
0.0165 0.299
0.1118 0.1203
0.011 0.3044
0.1118 0.1203
0.0115 0.3047
0.1122 0.1207
0.0165 0.299
0.1118 0.1203
0.0111 0.3044
0.1118 0.1203
0.0116 0.3047

Mean
0.4935
0.1875
0.4916
0.1705
0.4985
0.1856
0.4986
0.1845
0.4988
0.1857
0.4988
0.1855
0.4986
0.1845
0.4988
0.1857
0.4988
0.1855

Scheme B
RBias RMSE
0.013 0.0494
0.0625 0.3428.
0.0168 0.05
0.1473 0.3434
0.0029 0.0479
0.0722 0.3527
0.0029 0.0482
0.0773 0.3477
0.0024 0.0481
0.0715 0.3528
0.0024 0.0481
0.0723 0.3534
0.0029 0.0482
0.0773 0.3477
0.0024 0.0481
0.0715 0.3529
0.0024 0.0481
0.0723 0.3534

Mean
0.4961
0.1905
0.4944
0.175
0.5015
0.1905
0.5012
0.1919
0.5014
0.1911
0.5014
0.1908
0.5012
0.1919
0.5014
0.1911
0.5014
0.1908

Table 8: Simulation results for performance of estimators of variance
components (m = 20, rij = 38)
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Scheme C
RBias RMSE
0.0078 0.0442
0.0473 0.2566
0.0112 0.0444
0.1252 0.2447
0.0029 0.0438
0.0473 0.2431
0.0024 0.0438
0.0406 0.2451
0.0028 0.0438
0.0444 0.2435
0.0028 0.0438
0.0459 0.244
0.0024 0.0438
0.0406 0.2452
0.0028 0.0438
0.0444 0.2435
0.0028 0.0438
0.0459 0.244

Uncorrected
corrected I
corrected II

Scheme A
Estm.
Mean RBias RMSE
0.4036
0.1929 0.1999
**(Pf)
2
to (Pi) 0.2167 0.0836 0.2231
*3f(HH) 0.4031 0.1939 0.2009
wjf(HH) 0.1611 0.1946 0.2615
^ ( H H ) 0.4545 0.091 0.1085
^ ( H H ) 0.1672 0.164 0.2816
a^(Pf) 0.4541 0.0917 0.1091
w a (Pf) 0.1769 0.1157 0.2467
^f(HH) 0.4538 0.0923 0.1095
wjf(HH) 0.1813 0.0934 0.2423
^ ( H H ) 0.4538 0.0923 0.1095
^ ( H H ) 0.1677 0.1614 0.2821
<P(Pf) 0.4541 0.0917 0.1091
w 2 (Pf) 0.1768 0.1158 0.2468
^f(HH) 0.4538 0.0923 0.1095
wjf(HH) 0.1813 0.0934 0.2423
o^(HH) 0.4538 0.0923 0.1095
^ ( H H ) 0.1677 0.1614 0.2821

Scheme B
Mean RBias RMSE
0.4443 0.1114 0.1237
0.259 0.2948 0.3832
0.4438 0.1123 0.1244
0.1887 0.0567 0.1969
0.5001 0.0001 0.0597
0.2003 0.0013 0.2548
0.4989 0.0022 0.0597
0.2111 0.0553 0.2444
0.4986 0.0028 0.0595
0.2153 0.0764 0.2562
0.4986 0.0028 0.0595
0.201 0.005 0.2537
0.4989 0.0022 0.0597
0.211 0.0551 0.2444
0.4986 0.0028 0.0595
0.2153 0.0764 0.2562
0.4986 0.0028 0.0595
0.201 0.005 0.2537

Scheme C
Mean RBias RMSE
0.4408 0.1183 0.1287
0.2656 0.328 0.4255
0.4404 0.1192 0.1294
0.1926 0.0369 0.1812
0.4964 0.0072 0.0563
0.2056 0.0282 0.238
0.4955 0.0089 0.0585
0.2177 0.0884 0.247
0.4953 0.0094 0.0584
0.2208 0.1039 0.2527
0.4953 0.0094 0.0584
0.2067 0.0336 0.239
0.4955 0.0089 0.0585
0.2176 0.0882 0.2469
0.4953 0.0094 0.0584
0.2208 0.1038 0.2526
0.4953 0.0094 0.0584
0.2067 0.0336 0.239

Table 9: Simulation results for performance of estimators of variance
components (ra = 80, rij = O.liVj)
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Uncorrected
corrected I
corrected II

Scheme A
Estm.
Mean RBias RMSE
^ ( P f ) 0.3838 0.2324 0.2383
o^(Pf) 0.2045 0.0224 0.2137
3f(HH) 0.3833 0.2335 0.2393
wjf(HH) 0.1525 0.2375
0.3
^ ( H H ) 0.4258 0.1484 0.1594
^ ( H H ) 0.1648 0.1758 0.2993
0.426 0.148 0.1591
o*(Pf)
t^(Pf) 0.1749 0.1253 0.2631
^f(HH) 0.4257 0.1485 0.1596
^ ( H H ) 0.1751 0.1245 0.2674
^ ( H H ) 0.4257 0.1485 0.1596
c^(HH) 0.1649 0.1753 0.2993
a2 (Pi) 0.426 0.148 0.1591
w a (Pf) 0.1749 0.1254 0.2632
*if(HH) 0.4257 0.1485 0.1596
&jf(HH) 0.1751 0.1245 0.2675
af(HH) 0.4257 0.1485 0.1596
^ ( H H ) 0.1649 0.1753 0.2993

Scheme B
Mean RBias RMSE
0.451 0.098 0.1142
0.2366 0.1832 0.3055
0.4503 0.0993 0.1152
0.1778 0.1108 0.2301
0.5003 0.0007 0.0649
0.1917 0.0413 0.269
0.5005 0.001 0.0646
0.2033 0.0164 0.2539
0.5001 0.0003 0.0645
0.2037 0.0185 0.2584
0.5001 0.0003 0.0645
0.1917 0.0414 0.2683
0.5005 0.001 0.0646
0.2033 0.0163 0.2539
0.5001 0.0003 0.0645
0.2037 0.0184 0.2584
0.5001 0.0003 0.0645
0.1917 0.0414 0.2683

Scheme C
Mean RBias RMSE
0.4502 0.0995 0.1119
0.2369 0.1844 0.2792
0.4497 0.1007 0.1128
0.1776 0.1118 0.1838
0.4996 0.0008 0.0565
0.192 0.0402 0.2038
0.4997 0.0005 0.0566
0.2046 0.0229 0.1963
0.4994 0.0011 0.0564
0.2041 0.0204 0.195
0.4994 0.0011 0.0564
0.1921 0.0396 0.2032
0.4997 0.0005 0.0566
0.2045 0.0227 0.1962
0.4994 0.0011 0.0564
0.2041 0.0204 0.1949
0.4994 0.0011 0.0564
0.1921 0.0396 0.2032

Table 10: Simulation results for performance of estimators of variance
components (m = 80, tij = 9)
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CHAPTER 5
Conclusion
In this thesis we study three methods for variance estimation of a
multilevel model and we applied a bias correction procedure to correct
the bias of these estimators. Using sampling schemes with unequal
probabilities of selection for taking samples from different levels of the
population may bias the estimation of variance components. In Chapter 2, Section 2.1 we study a variance estimation technique that alter
the IGLS algorithm to an PWIGLS algorithm by entering the unequal
probabilities and therefore the weight factors in the estimation. This
alteration reduces the bias especially in the cases where the sampling
scheme is non-informative at both levels or only at level 1 units. By
studying the results in tables 1-12 in Section 4 we also notice that the
bias may arise when the sampling sizes of the level 1 units, rij, are small.
In the next Section, 2.2, we study another two techniques of variance
estimation that also incorporate the weight factors in the estimation.
The bias for these estimates is improved by using the non-informative
at both levels and the informative at level 2 units sampling schemes.
As the sizes of the samples increase we get better estimation in the way
that the bias of the estimators decreases.
In Chapter 3 we study the bias correction procedure. In this procedure first we create some artificial populations from the original sample
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and within each of these artificial populations we select resamples by
using the original sampling scheme. By assuming that the bias of the
estimator with respect to the original sample is close to the bias of
the estimator of the resamples of the artificial population, we study a
procedure using all the resamples to find the bias correction terms for
variance estimators. We find the bias correction terms assuming we
have a 1-level population and next we expand the procedure for multilevel models. The results in Chapter 4 tables 1-12 show that this bias
correction procedure can improve the accuracy of variance estimators
especially if the non-informative at both levels or informative at level
2 units sampling schemes are used. When the sampling sizes of the
level 1 units, rij, increase the performance of bias correction procedure
improves.
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Appendices
We used the following R code in our simulation studies, and we run
these simulation studies on SHARCNET.

# 1- build a exponential generating function with truncation
EXPT <- function(Ml,omegal) {
# f i r s t calculate Nj by 75exp(uj) and truncation
# if u t a i s not u
uta <- rnorm(Ml,0,omegal)
# if uta is u
# uta <- u
# truncation by -1.5omega and 1.5omega
uta[uta > 1.5*omegal] <- 1.5*omegal
uta[uta < -1.5*omegal] <- -1.5*omegal
# calculate Nj by rounding
return(round(75*exp(uta)))

# 2- build a SRS function to select n samples' index from N population, n<=N
SRS <- functional,nl){
sn<-sample(Nl,nl,replace=F)
return(sn)
}
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# 3- build a probability proportional to size, pps sampling function
# find random selection order of size ml from c(l:Ml) with weight XX
PPS <- function(Ml,ml,XX) {
# f i n d random s e l e c t i o n o r d e r
r <-

ceiling(runif(Ml,0,l)*seq(Ml,l,-l))

NN <- c ( l : M l )
# randomly o r d e r sample, p u t i n t o v a r i a b l e "rn"
r n <- NN[r[l]]
NN <- N N [ - r [ l ] ]
f o r ( i i n 2:M1) {
r n <- c ( r n , N N [ r [ i ] ] )
NN <- N N [ - r [ i ] ]
>
# r e - o r d e r sample s i z e ( w e i g h t )
rX <- XX[rn]
# get sequence summation
CX <- rX[l]
for (i in 2:M1) {
CX <- c(CX,sum(rX[l:i]))
}
# get start point in first section
r <- runif(l,0,l/ml)
# get selected point in each section based on systematic sampling
r <- r+c(0:(ml-l))/ml
rM <- r*sum(rX)
# find the sample index
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k <- 0
for (i in l:ml) {
k <- c(k,l+ sum(rM[i]/CX > 1.00000001))
}
return(rn[k[-1]])

# 4- Generate the whole population
#

M: No. of level-2 clusters

#

N[j]: No. of level-1 units within jth level-2 cluster

population <- function(M,beta,omegasquare,sigmasquare){
omega <- sqrt(omegasquare)
sigma <- sqrt(sigmasquare)
# generate the size of level-2 units
N <- EXPT(M,omega)
# initialize data matrix, max=147 population in each stratum
# matrix to store data yij, i is row and j is column
y <- matrix(0,M,max(N))
# matrix to store data vij, i is row and j is column
v <- matrix(0,M,max(N))
# generate uj
u = rnorm(M,0,omega)
#for j t h l e v e l 2, generate v i j , t h e n
for (j in 1:M){
vj <- rnorm(N[j],0,sigma)
y [ j , l : N [ j ] ] <- beta+u[j]+vj
v [ j , l : N [ j ] ] <- vj
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yij=beta+uj+vij,i=l,...,Nj

>
return(y,u,v,N)

# 5- build a function to create sample scheme (a) set
sa <- function(y,u,v,M,m,N,nH
# first calculate Xj in the same way as Mj
X <- 75*exp(u)
# calculate inclusion probability Pi of stratas
piac <- m*X/sum(X)
# PPS m = 35 strata, level 2, from M=300 strata
# Choose m clusters from M level-2 clusters with prob. proportion to X
lev2sn <- sort(PPS(M,m,X))

# put index in order

# in jth strata, level 2, SRS of size=0.25nj and
# 0.75nj by vij>0 and vij<=0, respectively
nneg <- round(0.75*n)
npos <- n-nneg
colnum <- max(n)+4

# 0.75nj
# 0.25nj

# total column number

# last column is the number of positive data
samplea <- matrix(0,m,colnum)
# put sample feature
samplea[,1] <- lev2sn

# index of sampling strata

samplea[,2] <- N[lev2sn]

# sampled strata population size

samplea[,3] <- piac[lev2sn] # inclusion prop of strata
samplea[,4] <- n[lev2sn]

# sampled strata sampling size

for (j in l:m){
# get vij, calculate the number of positive and negative
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en <- lev2sn[j] # cluster number
popN <- N[cn]

# population size in cn_th cluster

vi <- v[en,1:popN]

# get vij

vipos <- length(vi[vi>=0])
vineg <- length(vi[vi<0])
# get yij, put into two parts depending on vij
yi <- y[cn,l:popN]
yipos <- yi [vi>=0]
yineg <- yi[vi<0]
# adjust if sample size large population size
tpos <- npos[cn]
tneg <- nneg[cn]
if (vipos < tpos) {
tneg <- tneg+tpos-vipos
tpos <- vipos
}
if (vineg < tneg) {
tpos <- tneg+tpos-vineg
tneg <- vineg
>
# get the SRS index

# pi(ilj)=n[j]/N[j]
possn <- SRS(vipos.tpos)
negsn <- SRS(vineg,tneg)
# at this case, the order of samples will be changed from
# original populatin, but it is SRS
samplea[j,5:(n[en]+4)] <-c(yipos[possn], yineg[negsn])
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}
samplea<-cbind(samplea,X[lev2sn])
return(samplea)
}

# 6- build a function to create sample scheme (b) set
sb <- function(y,u,M,m,N,n){
X <- 75*exp(u)
pibc <- m*X/sum(X)
lev2sn <- sort(PPS(M,m,X))
sampleb <- matrix(0,m,max(n)+4)
# put sample feature
sampleb[,1] <- lev2sn

# index of sampling strata

sampleb [,2] <- N[lev2sn]

# sampled strata population size

sampleb[,3] <- pibc[lev2sn] # inclusion prop of strata
sampleb[,4] <- n[lev2sn]

# sampled strata sampling size

for (j in l:m){
en <- lev2sn[j]
levlsn <- SRS(N[cn],n[cn])
sampleb[j,5:(n[en]+4)3 <-y[en,levlsn]
}
sampleb<-cbind(sampleb,X[lev2sn])
return(sampleb)
}

# 7- build a function to create sample scheme (c) set
sc <- function(y,M,m,N,n){
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# set Xj equal to Nj
X <- N
pice <- m*X/sum(X)
lev2sn <- sort(PPS(M,m,N))
samplec <- matrix(0,m,max(n)+4)
w <- matrix(0,m,max(n))

# put sample feature
samplec[,1] <- lev2sn

# index of sampling s t r a t a

samplec[,2] <- N[lev2sn]

# sampled s t r a t a population size

samplec[,3] <- picc[lev2sn] # inclusion prop of s t r a t a
samplec[,4] <- n[lev2sn]
#

# sampled s t r a t a sampling size

wci <- l/(picc[lev2sn] * n[lev2sn]/N[lev2sn])
for (j in l:m)-[
en <- lev2sn[j]
levlsn <- SRS(N[cn],n[cn])
samplec[j,5:(n[en]+4)] <-y [en,levlsn]
>
samplec<-cbind(samplec,X[lev2sn])
return(samplec)

>
scstar <- function(y,X,M,m,N,n){
# set Xj equal to Nj

pice <- m*X/sum(X)
lev2sn <- sort(PPS(M,m,N))
samplec <- matrix(0,m,max(n)+4)
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w <- matrix(0,m,max(n))

# put sample feature

samplec[,l] <- lev2sn

# index of sampling s t r a t a

samplec[,2] <- N[lev2sn]

# sampled s t r a t a population size

samplec[,3] <- picc[lev2sn] # inclusion prop of s t r a t a
samplec[,4] <- n[lev2sn]

# sampled s t r a t a sampling size

for (j in l:m)-[
en <- lev2sn[j]
levlsn <- SRS(N[en],n[en])
samplec[j,5:(n[en]+4)3

<-y[en,levlsn]

>
samplec<-cbind(samplec,X[lev2sn])
return(samplec)
>

# 8 population q u a n t i t i e s : mean, variance, moment estimation
# introduced by Searle et a l . (1992)
popquantity <- function(s,M,N)
{

temsq <- 0
ychat <- rep(0,M)
for (cc in 1:M) {
yc <- s[cc,1:N[cc]] # get the sampled values in cth stratum
ychat[cc] <- mean(yc)
temsq <- temsq + sum((yc-ychat[cc])~2)
}
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yhat <- sum(N*ychat)/sum(N)
sigmaesq <- temsq/(sum(N)-M)
NO <- l/(M-l)>Ksum(N)-sum(N~2)/sum(N))
sigmausq <- 1/NO / (M-l) * sum(N*(ychat-yhat)~2)-sigmaesq/N0
return(c(sigmaesq,sigmausq,yhat))

# Estimation discussed in Pfeffermann et al. (1998)
simaPP <-function(data,M,R)
{
# v a l u e s of t h e parameters
# M= No. of l e v e l 2 u n i t s

# N[j]= No. of l e v e l 1 u n i t s w i t h i n t h e j t h l e v e l 2 u n i t
Y <- d a t a [ , - c ( l : 4 , n c o l ( d a t a ) ) ]
N <- d a t a [ , 4 ]
wj < - l / d a t a [ , 3 ]
wij

<-matrix(0,M,max(N))

f o r ( i l i n 1:M)
{
f o r ( j l in

l:N[il])

•C

wij[il,jl] = (data[il,2]/data[il,4])*wj[il]
}
}
p <- 1
q <- 1
s <- q * ( q + l ) / 2 + l
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# number of iteration in IGLS

X

<- matrix(l,M,max(N))

Z

<- matrix(l,M,max(N))

# Xij

i s X[j,i]

ZO <- matrix(l,M,max(N))
# transform the data
Nhat <- matrix(0,M)
for(j in 1:M)
{
NhatCj] <-0
f o r d in l:N[j])
•C

Nhat[j 3 <- Nhat[j] + ( w i j [ j , i ] / w j [ j ] )
}
}
f o r ( j in 1:M)
•C

f o r ( i in l:N[j])
{
Z [ j , i ] <- Z [ j , i ] / ( s q r t ( w j [ j ] ) )
Z 0 [ j , i ] <- Z O [ j , i ] / ( s q r t ( w i j [ j , i ] ) )
}
}
Tl <- matrix(0,M)
T2 <- matrix(0,M)
T3 <- matrix(0,M)
T4 <- matrix(0,M)
T5 <- matrix(0,M)
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T6 <- matrix(0,M)
utilda <- matrix(0,M)
e

<- matrix(0,M,max(N))

for(j in 1:M)
{
ford in l:N[j])
•C

Tl[j] <- Tl[j] + ( X [ j , i ] * X [ j , i ] ) / Z 0 [ j , i ] - 2
T2[j] <- T2[j] + ( X [ j , i ] * Z [ j , i ] ) / Z 0 [ j , i ] - 2
T3[j] <- T3[j] + ( X [ j , i ] * Y [ j , i ] ) / Z 0 [ j , i ] " 2
T4[j] <- T4[j] + ( Y [ j , i ] * Z [ j , i ] ) / Z 0 [ j , i ] - 2
T5[j] <- T5[j] + ( Z [ j , i ] - 2 ) / Z 0 [ j , i ] - 2
}
}
omegatilda <-0
b e t a t i l d a <- ( sum(wj*T3))/(sum(wj*Tl))
for(j in 1:M)
{
f o r d in l:N[j])
•C

e [ j , i ] <- Y [ j , i 3 - X [ j , i ] * b e t a t i l d a
u t i l d a [ j ] <-utilda[j] +
(wij[j,i]/wj[j])*e[j,i]*Z[j,i]/(Z0[j,i]-2)
}
u t i l d a [ j ] <- utildaEj] /T5[j]
}
for(j in 1:M)
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{

f o r d in i:N[j])
•C

v t i l d a i j <-

(e[j,i]-Z[j,i]*utilda[j])/ZO[j,i]

T6[j] <- T6[j] + ( w i j [ j ) i ] / w j [ j ] ) * v t i l d a i j ~ 2
}
}
sigmatilda <-(sum(wj *T6))/(sum(wj *(Nhat-1)))
# Repeat R times
f o r ( r in 1:R)
•C

T6 <- matrix(0,M)
R <- matrix(0,s,s)
S <- matrix(0,s)
a

<- matrix(0,M)

b

<- matrix(0,M)

e

<- matrix(0,M,max(N))

u t i l d a <- matrix(0,M)
a <- l/(T5+(sigmatilda~2)/(omegatilda~2))
P <- sum(Tl-a*T2*T2)
Q <- sum(T3-a*T2*T4)
b e t a t i l d a <- Q/P
for(j in 1:M)
•C

f o r d in l:N[j])
{
e [ j , i ] <- Y [ j , i ] - X [ j , i ] * b e t a t i l d a
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u t i l d a [ j ] <- utildaEj] + e[j ,i]*Z[j ,i]/(ZO[j , i ] ~2)
>
utildaCj] <- utildaEj] /T5[j]
}
for(j in 1:M)
{
f o r ( i in l:N[j])
•C

v t i l d a i j <-

(e[j,i]-Z[j,i]*utilda[j])/ZO[j,i]

T6[j] <- T6[j] +vtildaij-2
>
b[j]

<-l/(omegatilda~2+sigmatilda~2/T5[j])

}
Rm <- matrix(0,2,2)
Sm <- matrix(0,2)
Rm[l,l] <- sum(wj*b~2)
Rm[l,2] <- sum(wj*b~2/T5)
Rm[2,l] <- R[l,2]
Rm[2,2] <- sum(wj*((l/sigmatilda"4)*(Nhat-l)+b~2/(T5"2)))
Sm[l] <- sum(b"2*utilda~2)
Sm[2] <- sum((l/sigmatilda"4)*T6+b"2*utilda"2/T5)
t h e t a <- solve(Rm,Sm)
omegatilda <- theta[1]
sigmatilda <- theta[2]
#apply the tolerance condition
}
return(c(sigmatilda,omegatilda))
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>

takesample <- function(y,u,v,M,m,N,n){
# first calculate Xj in the same way as Nj
X <- 75*exp(u)
# calculate inclusion probability Pi of strata
piac <- m*X/sum(X)
# PPS m = 35 strata, level 2, from M=300 strata
lev2sn <- sort(PPS(M,m,X))

# put index in order

# in jth strata, level 2, SRS of size=0.25nj and 0.75nj
# by vij>0 and vij<=0, respectively
nneg <- round(0.75*n)
npos <- n-nneg
colnum <-

# 0.75nj
# 0.25nj

2*max(n)+4

# total column number

# last column is the number of positive data
samplea <- matrix(0,m,colnum)
newy

<- matrix(0,m,max(n))

newv

<- matrix(0,m,max(n))

newu

<- matrix(0,m)

newwi

<- matrix(0,m)

newwij

<- matrix(0,m,max(n))

# put sample feature
samplea[,1] <- lev2sn

# index of sampling strata

samplea[,2] <- N[lev2sn]

# sampled strata population size

samplea[,3] <- piac[lev2sn] # inclusion prop of strata
samplea[,4] <- n[lev2sn]

# sampled strata sampling size

for (j in l:m){
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# get vij, calculate the number of positive and negative
en <- lev2sn[j] # cluster number
popN <- N[cn]

# population size in cn_th cluster

vi <- v[cn,l:popN]

# get vij

vipos <- vi[vi>=0]
vineg <- vi[vi<0]
nvipos <- length(vi[vi>=0])
nvineg <- length(vi[vi<0])
# get yij, put into two parts depending on vij
yi <- y[en,1:popN]
yipos <- yi [vi>=0]
yineg <- yi[vi<0]
# adjust if sample size large population size
tpos <- npos[cn]
tneg <- nnegEcn]
if (nvipos < tpos) {
tneg <- tneg+tpos-nvipos
tpos <- nvipos
}
if (nvineg < tneg) {
tpos <- tpos+tneg-nvineg
tneg <- nvineg
}
# get the SRS index
possn <- SRS(nvipos,tpos)
negsn <- SRS(nvineg,tneg)
# at this case, the order of samples will be changed for
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# original population, but it is SRS

samplea[j,5:(n[en]+4)] <-c(yipos[possn], yineg[negsn])
newy [j,1:n[en]] <-c(yipos[possn], yineg[negsn])
newwi[j] <- l/piac[cn]
samplea[j,(max(n)+5):(n[cn]+max(n)+4)]

<-newwi[j]

*(c(array(popN/tpos,dim=tpos),array(popN/tneg,dim=tneg)))
}
samplea<-cbind(samplea,X[lev2sn])
return(samplea) #newy,newwi,newwij,index)

#variance estimations introduced by R. Huang and M. Hidiroglou (2003)
sest.fun <- function(s) {
Nj<-s[,2]
wj<-l/s[,3]
nj<-s[,4]
wij<-Nj/nj*wj
NO <- sum(Nj*wj)-sum(wj)
N0mu<-sum(Nj*wj)-sum(Nj/nj*wj)
sj2 <- apply(s,l,iunction(x){(x[4]-l)*var(x[5:(4+x[4])])})
nO <- (sum(Nj*wj)-sum(wj~2*Nj~2)/sum(wj*Nj))/sum((wj)-l)
yjhat <- apply(s,l,function(x){mean(x[5:(4+x[4])])})
yhat <- sum(yjhat*wj*Nj)/sum(wj*Nj)
se2mu<-l/N0mu *sum(Nj*wj/nj*sj2)
su2mul<-(sum(wj*Nj*(yjhat)~2)- yhat"2*sum(wj*Nj)-se2mu*sum(wj*Nj/nj*
(1-Nj *wj/sum(Nj*wj))))/(sum(Nj*wj)-sum(Nj ~2*wj ~2)/sum(Nj *wj))
se2w<-l/N0 *sum(Nj*wj/nj*sj2)
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su2w<-l/n0*( sum(Nj *wj * (yjhat-yhat) ~2) / (sum(wj)—1) ~se2w)
return(c(se2w,su2w,se2mu,su2mul))
}

#compute first bias correction terms introduced by Wang and Thompson (2008)
compute2425 <- function(Data,S,Bu,B2)
{
temp<- sum(Data)/(B2*sum(S))
return (temp)
}
#compute second bias correction terms introduced by Wang and Thompson(2008)
compute2627 <- function(Data,S,Bu,B2)
{
temp<-0;
for(j in l:Bu)
•C

temp<-temp+sum(Data[j,])/S[j];
}
t <- temp/(Bu*B2)
return (t)

Relative <- function(A,param,I)
{
RelativeBias <- (sum((A/param)-l))/I
RelativeMSE

<- sqrt((sum((A/param-l)"2))/I)

return(c(RelativeBias,RelativeMSE))
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}

# set initial value of data
M <- 300
beta=l
omegasquare <- 0.2
sigmasquare <- 0.5
m=35
# m=35 No. of sampled clusters
R <-100
I <-100
bu<-25
b2<-25
##########
ansa <-c(rep(0,I*bu*b2*6))
dim(ansa) <- c(I,bu,b2,6)
AnsCoA <-c(rep(0,I*bu*b2*6))
dim(AnsCoA) <- c(I,bu,b2,6)
AnsUnA <- matrix(0,1,6)
AnsBiasA<-matrix(0,1,12)
RBiasCoA <-matrix(0,12,2)
RBiasUnA <-matrix(0,6,2)
##########B
ansb <-c(rep(0,I*bu*b2*6))
dim(ansb) <- c(I,bu,b2,6)
AnsCoB <-c(rep(0,I*bu*b2*6))
dim(AnsCoB) <- c(I,bu,b2,6)

AnsUnB <- matrix(0,1,6)
AnsBiasB<-matrix(0,I,12)
RBiasCoB <-matrix(0,12,2)
RBiasUnB <-matrix(0,6,2)
##########C
ansc <-c(rep(0,I*bu*b2*6))
dim(ansc) <- c(I,bu,b2,6)
AnsCoC <-c(rep(0,I*bu*b2*6))
dim(AnsCoC) <- c(I,bu,b2,6)
AnsUnC

<- matrix(0,I,6)

AnsBiasC<-matrix(0,1,12)
RBiasCoC <-matrix(0,12,2)
RBiasUnC <-matrix(0,6,2)
###########
Su2stara <- c(0,bu)
Se2stara<-

c(0,bu)

Ybar<- c(0,bu)
S2stara<- c(0,bu)
Su22stara<- c(0,bu)
############
Su2starb <- c(0,bu)
Se2starb<-

c(0,bu)

S2starb<- c(0,bu)
Su22starb<- c(0,bu)
############
Su2starc <- c(0,bu)
Se2starc<-

c(0,bu)
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S2starc<- c(0,bu)
Su22starc<- c(0,bu)

for (i in 1:1)
{
# STEP 1
pop <- population(M,beta,omegasquare,sigmasquare)
# Generating population
y <- pop$y
v <- pop$v
N <- pop$N
u<-pop$u
n <- matrix(38,length(N))
samplea<-sa(y,u,v,M,m,N,n)
sampleb<-sb(y,u,M,m,NJn)
samplec<-sc(y,M,m,N,n)
AnsUnA[i,] <- cCsimaPPCsamplea.m.R), (sest.fun(samplea)))
AnsUnB[i,] <- c(simaPP(sampleb,m,R), (sest.fun(sampleb)))
AnsUnC[i,] <- c(simaPP(samplec,m,R)» (sest.fun(samplec)))
#compute the expected bias for clusters
Se2jstara<-matrix(0,nrow=bu,ncol=m)
Se2jstarb<-matrix(0,nrow=bu,ncol=m)
Se2j starc<-matrix(0,nrow=bu,ncol=m)
se2j stara<-matrix(0,nrow=b2,ncol=m)
se2j starb<-matrix(0,nrow=b2,ncol=m)
se2jstarc<-matrix(0,nrow=b2,ncol=m)
ase2jstara<-matrix(0,nrow=bu,ncol=m)
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ase2jstarb<-matrix(0,nrow=bu,ncol=m)
ase2jstarc<-matrix(0,nrow=bu,ncol=m)
# STEP 2

for (j in l:bu)
{
#create the a r t i f i c i a l population for scheme A
clid<-samplea[,l]
Nj <-samplea[,2]
Xj <-samplea[,ncol(samplea)]
p i j <-samplea[,3]
nj<-samplea[,4]
maxN<-max(Nj)
l e v e l l i d <- function(x) # x i s a single cluster
{
n <- x[4]
N <- x[2]
k <- ceiling(N/n)
ul<-rep(1:n,k-1)
u2<-sample(l:n,(N-n*(k-l)), replace=F) #
c(x[c(ul,u2)+4],rep(0,(maxN-N)))
>
# Generate artificial level-1 units

sampleal

<-cbind(clid,Xj,pij,Nj,nj,

t(apply(samplea[,-ncol(samplea)],1,level1id)))
Se2jstara[j,]
<-apply(sampleal,l,function(x){(x[4]-l)*var(x[6:(x[4]+5)])})
# Artificial clusters are generated above
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wi<-(l/pij)
fwK-floor(wi)
ri<-wi-fwi
ulstarid<-rep(l:m,fwi)
u2starid<-(1:m)[apply(cbind(ri,1:m),1,function(x){ifelse
(sample(c(l,0),l,prob=c(x[l] ,(l-x[l])),replace=T)==l,x[2] ,0)»]
ustarid<-c(ulstarid,u2starid)
# Generate artificial level-2 clusters
ustara<-sampleal[(ustarid),]
# Artificial population is computed so far!
yij star<-ustara[,-(1:5)]
Njstar<-ustara[,4]
Mstar<-nrow(ustara)
# Apply formula 4.14, 4.15 on the artificial population
Su2stara[j]<-popquantity(yij star,Mstar,Nj star)[2]
Se2stara[j]<-popquantity(yij star,Mstar,Nj star)[1]
Ybar<-popquantity(yijstar,Mstar,Njstar)[3]
S2stara[j]<-sum(apply(ustara,l,function(x)
{sum((x[6:(x[4]+5)]-Ybar)~2)}))/(sum(Njstar)-l)
Su22stara[j]<-sum((apply(ustara,l,function(x)
{mean(x[6:(5+x[4])])})-Ybar)~2*Njstar)

#create the a r t i f i c i a l population for scheme (b)
clid<-sampleb[,1]
Nj<-sampleb[,2]
Xj <-sampleb[,ncol(sampleb)]
p i j <-sampleb[,3]
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nj<-sampleb[,4]
maxN<-max(Nj)
l e v e l l i d <- f u n c t i o n ( x )
{
n <- x[4]
N <- x[2]
kl <- ceiling(N/n)
ul<-rep(l:n,kl-l)
u2<-sample(l:n,(N-n*(kl-l)), replace=F)
c(x[c(ul,u2)+4],rep(0,(maxN-N)))
>
# Generate artificial level-1 units
samplebl<-cbind(clid,Xj,pij,Nj,nj,
t(apply(sampleb[,-ncol(sampleb)],1,levellid)))
Se2jstarb[j,]<-apply(samplebl,1,
function(x){(x[4]-l)*var(x[6:(x[4]+5)])})
wi<-(l/pij)
fwK-floor(wi)
ri<-wi-fwi
ulstarid<-rep(1:m,fwi)
u2starid<-(l:m)[apply(cbind(ri,1:m),1,function(x){ifelse
(sample(c(l,0),l,prob=c(x[l],(l-x[l])),replace=T)==l,x[2],0)})]
ustarid<-c(ulstarid,u2starid)
# Generate artifical level-2 clusters
ustarb<-samplebl[(ustarid),]
# Artificial population is computed so far!
yijstar<-ustarb[,-(l:5)]
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Nj star<-ustarb[,4]
Mstar<-nrow(ustarb)
# Apply formula 4.14, 4.15 on the artificial population
Su2starb[j]<-popquantity(yij star,Mstar,N j star)[2]
Se2starb[j]<-popquantity(yij star,Mstar,Nj star)[1]
Ybar<-popquantity(yij star,Mstar,Nj star)[3]
S2starb[j]<-sum(apply(ustarb,1,function(x)
{sum((x[6:(x[4]+5)]-Ybar)~2)}))/(sum(Njstar)-l)
Su22starb[j]<-sum((apply(ustarb,1.function(x)
{mean(x[6:(5+x[4])])})-Ybar)"2*Njstar)

#create the a r t i f i c i a l population for scheme C
clid<-samplec[,1]
Nj<-samplec [,2]
Xj<-samplec[,ncol(samplec)]
p i j <-samplec[,3]
nj <-samplec[,4]
maxN<-max(Nj)
l e v e l l i d <- function(x)
{
n <- x[4]
N <- x[2]
k <- ceiling(N/n)
ul<-rep(l:n,k-l)
u2<-sample(l:n,(N-n*(k-l)), replace=F)
c(x[c(ul,u2)+4],rep(0,(maxN-N)))
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# Generate artificial level-1 units
samplecl<-cbind(clid,Xj,pij,Nj,nj,
t(apply(samplec[,-ncol(samplec)],1,levellid)))
Se2jstare[j ,]<-apply(sampled, 1,
function(x){(x[4]-l)*var(x[6:(x[4]+5)])})
wi<-(l/pij)
fwi<-floor(wi)
ri<-wi-fwi
ulstarid<-rep(l:m,fwi)
u2starid<-(1:m)[apply(cbind(ri, 1: m), 1,function(x){
ifelse(sample(c(l,0),l,prob=c(x[l],(l-x[l])),replace=T)==l,x[2],0)})]
ustarid<-c(ulstarid,u2starid)
# Generate artificial level-2 clusters
ustarc<-samplecl[(ustarid),]
# Artificial population is computed so far!
yij star<-ustarc[,-(1:5)]
Nj star<-ustarc[,4]
Mstar<-nrow(ustarc)
# Apply formula 4.14, 4.15 on the artificial population
Su2starc[j]<-popquantity(yij star,Mstar,Nj star)[2]
Se2starc[j]<-popquantity(yij star,Mstar,Nj star)[1]
Ybar

<-popquantity(yijstar,Mstar,Njstar)[3]

S2starc[j]<-sum(apply(ustarc,l,function(x)
{sum((x[6:(x[4]+5)]-Ybar)~2)}))/(sum(Njstar)-l)
Su22starc[j]<-sum((apply(ustarc,1,function(x)
{mean(x[6:(5+x[4])])})-Ybar)"2*Nj star)
#(resampling withinh each artificial pop)
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#gerenrate b2 resample of artificial pop
for (k in l:b2) # STEP 4
{
# Scheme A
# ***** ustara is the artifical population *******
sbstar<-sc(ustara[,-(l:5)].nrow(ustara),m,ustara[,4],ustara[,5])
AnsCoAEi,j,k,] <- c(simaPP(sbstar,m,R),sest.fun(sbstar))
for(11 in 1:3)
{
Data <- AnsCoAEi,,,2*11-1]
AnsBiasA[i,4*11-3]
<- AnsUnAEi,2*11-l]/compute2425(Data,Se2stara,bu,b2)
AnsBiasA[i,4*11-2]
<- AnsUnAEi,2*11-1]/compute2627(Data,Se2stara,bu,b2)
Data <- AnsCoAEi,,,2*11]
AnsBiasAEi,4*11-1]
<- AnsUnAEi,2*11]/compute2425(Data,Su2stara,bu,b2)
AnsBiasAEi,4*11]
<- AnsUnAEi,2*11]/compute2627(Data,Su2stara,bu,b2)
}
#Scheme B
# ***** ustarb is the artifical population *******
sbstar<-sc(ustarbE,-(l:5)],nrow(ustarb),m,ustarbE,4],ustarbE,5])
AnsCoBEi,j,k,] <- c(simaPP(sbstar,m,R),sest.fun(sbstar))
for(ll in 1:3)
•C

Data <- AnsCoBEi,,,2*11-1]
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AnsBiasB[i,4*11-3]
<- AnsUnB[i,2*11-l]/compute2425(Data,Se2starb,bu,b2)
AnsBiasB[i,4*11-2]
<- AnsUnB[i,2*11-l]/compute2627(Data,Se2starb,bu,b2)
Data <- AnsCoB[i,,,2*11]
AnsBiasB[i,4*11-1]
<- AnsUnB[i,2*11]/compute2425(Data,Su2starb,bu,b2)
AnsBiasB[i,4*11]
<- AnsUnB[i,2*11]/compute2627(Data,Su2starb,bu,b2)
}
# Scheme C
# ***** ustarc is the artifical population *******
sbstar<-sc(ustarc[,-(l:5)],nrow(ustarc),m,ustarc[,4],ustarc[,5])
AnsCoC[i,j,k,] <- c(simaPP(sbstar,m,R),sest.fun(sbstar))
for(11 in 1:3)
{
Data <- AnsCoCCi,,,2*11-1]
AnsBiasC[i,4*11-3]
<- AnsUnC[i,2*11-1]/compute2425(Data,Se2starc,bu,b2)
AnsBiasCCi,4*11-2]
<- AnsUnC[i,2*11-1]/compute2627(Data,Se2starc,bu,b2)
Data <- AnsCoCCi,,,2*11]
AnsBiasCCi,4*11-1]
<- AnsUnC[i,2*11]/compute2425(Data,Su2starc,bu,b2)
AnsBiasC[i,4*ll]
<- AnsUnC[i,2*11]/compute2627(Data,Su2starc,bu,b2)
}
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>
>
}

param <- rep(c(sigmasquare,sigmasquare,omegasquare,omegasquare),3)
f o r d in 1:12)
•C

RBiasCoA[i,3 <- Relative(AnsBiasA[,i],param[i],I)
RBiasCoB[i,] <- Relative(AnsBiasB[,i],param[i],I)
RBiasCoC[i,] <- Relative(AnsBiasC[,i],param[i],I)
}
f o r ( i in 1:6)
{
RBiasUnA[i,] <- Relative(AnsUnA[,i],param[2*i],1)
RBiasUnB[i,] <- Relative(AnsUnB[,i],param[2*i],1)
RBiasUnC[i,] <- Relative(AnsUnC[,i],param[2*i],1)
}
#write.table(RBiasCoA, "/home/vaki8840/RBiasCoA.txt",sep=" ",row.names=T);
#write.table(avransuncorctstm,

M

/home/vaki8840/PP-FA-l-1000.txt",

#sep=" ",row.names=T);
Error <- matrix(0,18,9)
f o r ( i in 1:6)
{
E r r o r [ i , l ] <- mean(AnsUnA[,i])
for(j in 2:3)
{
E r r o r [ i , j ] <- RBiasUnA[i,j-1]
}
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Error[i,4] <- mean(AnsUnB[,i])
for(j in 5:6)
{
E r r o r [ i , j ] <- RBiasUnB[i,j-4]
}
Error [i,7] <- mean(AnsUnC[,i])
for(j in 8:9)
•C

Error [ i , j ] <- RBiasUnC[i,j-7]
}
}
f o r ( i in 7:12)
•C

E r r o r [ i , l ] <- mean(AnsBiasA[,2*(i-6)-l])
Error[i+6,l] <- mean(AnsBiasA[,2*(i-6)])
for(j in 2:3)
{
E r r o r [ i , j ] <- RBiasCoA[2*(i-6)-l,j - l]
Error[i+6,j3 <- RBiasCoA[2*(i-6),j-i]
}
Error[i,4] <- mean(AnsBiasB[,2*(i-6)-l])
Error [i+6,4] <- mean(AnsBiasB[,2*(i-6)])
for(j in 5:6)
i
E r r o r [ i , j ] <- RBiasCoB[2*(i-6)-l,j-4]
Error[i+6,jl

<_

RBiasCoB[2*(i-6),j-4]

>
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Error[i,7] <- mean(AnsBiasC[,2*(i-6)-l])
Error[i+6,7] <- mean(AiisBiasC[)2*(i-6)])
for(j in 8:9)
{
ErrorCi.j] <- RBiasCoC[2*(i-6)-l,j-7]
Error[i+6,j] <- RBiasCoC[2*(i-6),j-7]
}
}
write.table(round(abs(Error),digits=4), "/home/vaki8840/Feb04/X4/
Error.txt",sep="&",row.names=F) ;

write.table(AnsBiasA, "/home/vaki8840/04/X4/Bias-A.txt",sep="&",row.names=F)
write.table(AnsBiasB, "/home/vaki8840/04/X4/Bias-B.txt",sep="&",row.names=F)
write.table(AnsBiasC, "/home/vaki8840/04/X4/Bias-C.txt",sep="&",row.names=F)

write.table(AnsUnA, "/home/vaki8840/04/X4/Unco-A.txt",sep="&",row.names=F);
write.table(AnsUnB, "/home/vaki8840/04/X4/Unco-B.txt",sep="&",row.names=F);
write.table(AnsUnC, "/home/vaki8840/04/X4/Unco-C.txt",sep="&",row.names=F);
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